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(ABSTRACT)

Guided probe testing of printed circuit boards is a technique that has been well developed by

automatic test equipment manufacturers to pinpoint faults. Though the guided probe technique

of testing printed circuit boards is a process capable of providing high diagnostic resolution, the

technique is inefiicient when it is performed manually. The throughput of board testing is bottle-

necked because of the time required for an operator to manually move a probe to a specific location

on the board under test in order to measure a stimulated response. Integration of a CAD driven

X-Y prober is a way to automate guided probe testing of printed circuit boards.

This research integrates a personal computer based automated guided probe testing system. A

CAD tool provides geometric and circuit conncctivity information. Automatic test generation,

CAD information post processing, and automatic guided probe testing software tools are developed

to irnplement the system. The ultimate result is increased circuit board test station throughput.

This makes the circuit board manufacturing process more eflicient and less expensive while main-

taining high quality products through more extensive testing.
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1.0IntroductionThe

testing of printed circuit boards (PCBs) is an essential process in the manufacturing of a

reliable product. In the diagnostic verilication of a highly populated circuit board,_thousands of

points may need probing. lt is easily seen that the pin point probing technique of testing, when

performed manually, can be time ineflicient and prone to error due to human fatigue.

One solution to the problem of probing circuit boards in a cost effective manner is to employ

an automated X-Y prober. By incorporating an X-Y autoprober with a test generation software

package, the throughput of board analysis and verification can be greatly increased. Probe posi-

tioning of the autoprober is driven by CAD location data generated during the printed circuit board

design phase. This automatic probe positioning capability, used in conjunction with test generation

software, provides a powerful testing tool for either engineering or production.

ln this thesis an X-Y prober integrated with a CAD driven database and automatic test gener-

ation software is implemented. The design criteria that is used for producing this system is as fol-

lows:
l. The system will use single point probing to access PCB nodal values on the PCB solder side.

2. Test pattems are applied through the edge connector of the PCB under test.

3. A CAD development package for designing PCBs capable of generating circuit connectivity

and nodal location data.

1.0Introduction1



4. CAD development of circuit, test pattem generation, and control of autoprober is based on the
IBM AT personal computer.

5. Test generation software interfaces directly with circuit connectivity files produced by the the
CAD development package.

6. Prober control software accesses the physical nodal location data generated by the CAD
package.

7. Software which applies test vectors to the PCB under test and records observed results inter-
faces with prober control software and test generation software.

The work that is done in this thesis is similar to that done by [1]. In the paper presented by [1]
an L200 tester is integrated with an X-Y prober and CAD database to automated the guided probe

process of testing PCBs. Controller hardware and software are implemented on a PDP·l 1/44 based

L200 tester. The CAD database that is supplied to the L200 is produced on a separate operating
system and post-processed in order to extract the necessary component location information. From
the work that has been done by [1] it has been proven that an X-Y autoprober can reduce the
amount of time to manually probe a PCB by a factor of ten. Increased throughput ofboard testing

through autoprobing has reduccd from three to one the number of test systems needed to meet

board test quota.

In this thesis the model for an automated guided probe implemented on a IBM personal com-

puter (PC) based system is presented. The IBM PC is a very transportable computer. In today’s

industry IBM PCs and their compatibles are widely used. With the addition of a few interface cards

and the appropriate software a PC can be transformed into a tester capable of driving an X-Y

° prober. Thus existing PC systems can be upgraded to acquire testing capability. An additional

benelit of the PC based system is the ability to do CAD layout of PCBs at the same station. This

advantage allows an engineer to test a prototype board during the design stages of a PCB.

As stated this thesis presents a model for a PC based automated guided probe testing system.

A complete working system was not built in order to probe the advantages of an automated prober;

this has been shown by [ll. Rather this thesis presents the details of building a system out of readily

available components. For example, in order to do motion control via the IBM PC bus a motion

1.0 Introduction 2
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controller card (the DMC430) by Galil is suggested to control the motors that drive the different

axis. Digital control of servo motors through the IBM PC bus is a recent development [2]. The

software portions of the model that are coded are the test generation software, the X-Y location

post-processing software, and the plotter motion control software. The latter software was coded

to show simulation of prober movement on a plotter. Where software was not generated, such as

the diagnostic verilication process, flowgraphs are presented of the procedure and/or detailed dis-

cussion is given.

ln this thesis the material progresses from a background of testing to the system implementation

of the autoprober followed by conclusions. Close attention is given to the test generation method

that is coded in this thesis and testing strategies that are used to incorporate the generated test pat-

tems. The work that was done in this thesis to implement the model of the autoprober test system

is covered in the system implementation chapter. In this chapter the preceding material is merged

together to derive the system. Details are given as to how the system is used form initial CAD

design to autoprober testing.

The organization of the rest of this thesis by chapter is as follows:
• Chapter 2 gives a background of PCB testing and current technology of guided probe testing.
• Chapter 3 is a system overview of the integrated CAD development, test generation and X-Y

prober tester.
• Chapter 4 surveys the test methods Path Oriented Decision Making and the Iterative Test

Generator.
• Chapter 5 discusses the testing strategies that are used to utilize the test vector database.
• Chapter 6 gives a detailed description of the PC based autoprober test system and how it is

used.
• Chapter 7 presents conclusions and results and discusses possibilities for future research.

l.0 Introduction 3



2.0 Background

ln order to lay a foundation for the implementation of an automated X-Y prober testing system

a background on PCB testing is first presented. Some of the basic concepts and defrnitions asso-

ciated with PCB testing are covered along with some related economic issues. Finally, a section

peering into the current technology of guided probe technology is presented.

2. I Testing

The purpose of a digital printed circuit board is to perform some function f(z) on its inputs in

order to derive a desired result. The black box representation of a PCB is shown in Figure l on

page 5. Outside world inputs to the PCB are denoted as primary inputs while outside world out-

puts are denoted as primary outputs. Given any input (stimuli) on the primary inputs and the past

state of the black box to t minus infinity, the outputs can be determined by evaluating the function

Hz)-

2.0 Background 4



Primary Inputs I {(2) i Primary Outputs

Figure I. PCB Black Box

Testing of printed circuit boards follows from the simple logic that given an input the known
response can be evaluated as either correct or incorrect. lf the evaluated response is incorrect then
there is a fault on the PCB assuming that the test equipment applies the test and records the result

correctly. The stimuli that are applied to the primary inputs to test for faults are referred to as test

pattern: or test vector: . In diagnostic verification test pattems are generated to test suspected faults

on a board.

A common practice in testing digtal logc for faults is to use the stuck·at fault model [3]. In

the stuck at fault model a node in the circuit under test can be either stuck-at·l, stuck-at-0, or fault

free at any one time. A node is defined as the common connection between two or more compo-

nents on a PCB, primary inputs and primary outputs inclusive. In order to understand the stuck-at

fault model more clearly consider the NAND gate shown in Figure 2 on page 7. ln this example

it is assumed that the input nodes A and B are fault free. lf the input nodes A and B are both set

to logc zero and an output of zero is observed on node C, then node C is said to be stuck·at·0.

lf nodes A and B are both set to logc one and an output of logic one is observed on node C, then

node C is said to be stuck-at-l. lf nodes A and B are set to logc zero and an output of logc one

is observed on node C, then node C is said to be fault free. Note that both inputs and outputs can

be stuck·at-1 or stuck-at-0. To prove that node C is completely fault free, test vectors should be

applied which test for stuck·at-l and stuck-at-0. It is sufficient to apply one test pattern to drive

node C to a logic one (test for stuck·at-0) and one test pattem to drive node C to a logc zero (test

2.0 Background 5
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for stuck-at-1). lf one of the input nodes are at fault the result of the fault may not be propagated

when only one test pattem is applied. However, the input nodes A and B can be tested in the same

manner that node C was tested (i.e., drive the nodes to logic one and logic zero and record the
observed result). Once node C has been found to be completely fault free then nodes A and B need
only be tested for stuck-at·l. lf all three nodes to the input gate are fault free, then the NAND gate

can be considered to be fault free.

Basically there are two different ways to specify the test veetors to test a PCB. In the first

method the test veetors are supplied, either randomly or in some orderly fashion, and then the PCB

is simulated to determine which faults are covered and observed at the primary outputs when using

these veetors as inputs. In the second method a particular fault is first specified and a test vector

is generated so that the result of the test can be observed at the primary outputs. The general

procedure for generating the test vector in the second method is a two step process. First the re-

quired logic to test the fault is backtraced to the primary inputs. Next the necessary logic to drive

the fault to the primary outputs where it can be observed is generated back to the primary inputs.

A disadvantage of the first method is that it is not an efficient method for diagnosing any one par-

ticular fault. A disadvantage of the second method is that one cannot be guaranteed of finding a

test vector to test a particular fault.

A
When an X-Y autoprober is used in conjunction with test vector generation software the diag-

nosing capability is greatly increased. instead of trying to drive a fault to the primary outputs of

the circuit, the test generation software need only start at the potentially faulty output site and

backtrace a test vector to the primary inputs. The high accessibility provided by an X-Y autoprober

allows for greater diagnostic capability because the test generation technique becomes more sim-

plificd. Since the test generation only backtraces from the fault site there is a greater chance that a

test vector can be found. In the case where a test vector must be found that drives a fault to the

primary outputs there is a likclihood that conflicts will arise and the test generation will fail. A

conflict occurs when the test generation software tries to assign a single node more than one logic

value.

2.0 Background 6
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2.2 Why Test PCBs?

Why should PCBs bc tcstcd? Before a company should decide on spcnding thc money for labor

and cquipmcnt to test PCBs the cost of testing should be justiiicd. The main goal in the production

of PCBs should bc to produce a quality assurcd product in a cost efficient manner.

In thc manufacturing process of printed circuit boards it is less costly if a company can detect

a dcfcctivc componcnt early on. The cost of corrccting a single faulty componcnt on a PCB is given

as lollows: [4]
$.05 at recciving (sample tcsting)
$.60 at rccciving (100% tcsting)

$5.00 at PCB tcst
$50.00 at system tcst

$$00.00 in thc Geld

The cost of corrccting faulty componcnts at recciving is rather minimal compared to the cost of

corrccting faulty componcnts in thc field. The pcrcentage testing of incoming components should

dcpcnd on the supplier reliability, economics of testing, and end product liability. Even though 100

2.0 Background 7



percent testing may be performed at incoming inspection there is still a likely possibility that an
assembled PCB may not function correctly.

Besides dctecting faulty components on PCBs there are other faults which may occur. The
technology used to produce PCBs is not error free. The wave solder technique used to lay wire
connections may cause shorts or breaks. Incorrect assembly of components, whether manual or
automatic, may lead to faulty boards. The fault free production yield rate of PCBs is dependent
upon the quality of components used, the complexity and density of the board, and the types of
assembly techniques used. In the first pass production of printed circuit boards there may be a high
percentage of faulty boards produced due to factors. Considering the amount of labor and material
involved in producing the faulty boards it is plausible to rework the bad boards to get a higher yield
in the second pass of production. To rework a board the fault(s) must be diagnosed and then

corrected. If a board is still found to be faulty after the second pass of production the further cost
of rework may outweigh the cost of scrapping the board and producing another.

Another benelicial outcome of diagnosing faulty boards can be accomplished by saving a data-

base of the faults located. lf the located faults are compiled and analyzed, frequently reoccurring
faults may be pinpointed. By pinpointing problem areas the source of error may be found and
corrected. Even if the cause of the faults can not be corrccted the analysis of diagnosed faults can

lead to faster rework of problem boards by plotting a scenario of faults more likely to occur.

2.3 PCB Failures

In today’s "real world" manufacturing of printed circuit boards there are several variables which

can cause a board to be faulty. Nonethcless, the causes of PCB faults can be attributed to three

main failures:

2.0 Background 8
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1. component failures
2. manufacturing failures
3. operational failures

These three categories which give rise to faults in PCBs are examined in the next sections.

2.3.1 Component Fazlnres

A component failure on a PCB is defined as a failure due to a component which does not meet

the designer’s specifications. Discrete components which are typically found on PCBs are resistors,

capacitors, transistors, ICs, etc. If one component fails to meet the designer’s specifications on a

PCB the board may function incorrcctly or not at all.

As today’s technology advances the circuitry found on VLSI chips becomes more and more
dense. These advanced VLSI chips are more versatile in modes of operation, however, their densely

packed micro-circuitry makes them more vulnerable to the environment. Too much vibration,

heat, or static discharge can cause a SSI/MSI/VLSI integrated chip to malfunction.

Initial inspection of incoming components does not guarantee the lifetime of a semiconductor

product. Some components may fail within the first few minutes of operation while others may

not fail for many years of operation. The lifetime of a semiconductor device can be projected by

the ’bathtub" distribution shown in Figure 3 on page ll [5]. From the bathtub distribution the

failure rate of semiconductor devices is defined by a high infant mortality rate, a low normal lifetime

rate, and a high end of lifetime rate. lf an unstable scmiconductor component is going to fail, the

distribution projects that it will fail early in its operating lifetime. Typically, after approxirnately

450 hours, 90% of all unstable devices will have failed [6]. After this time the remaining semicon-

ductors will have a low mortality rate until the end of normal lifetime. At the end of normal lifetime

2.0 Background 9



i of a semiconductor device the failure rate increases dramatically with operating time. The failure

of a component at the end of normal lifetime may take between weeks and years.

2.3.2 !VlamJacturing Failurrzs

Manufacturing failures are failures due to errors in the assembly and soldering of a PCB. \?Vhen

components are inserted into prefabed circuit boards problems can be encountered. If a component

is inserted into the wrong socket or if a component lead is bent during insertion a board will most

likely malfunction. The wave solder technique used to lay wire connections between components

is not a flawless process. During wave soldering shorts or breaks can occur. A short arises when

the solder ilow from one wire lay crosses into another wire lay where it should not. Breaks are a

result of insullicient solder or a cold solder joint. The shorts and breaks that occur during the

soldering process lead to faults on a PCB. Other problems which can lead to a faulty board are

static discharge and vibrational shock due to improper board handling.

Most of the faults that are found on PCBs can be attributed to manufacturing failures. The

manufacturing failures account for between 25 and 65 percent of all faults that are found on PCBs

[6]. lmproving the production process of PCBs can help decrease the faults caused by manufac-

turing failures. Nonetheless, when the faults do occur it is economical to find the source of the

problem because faults due to manufacturing failures can usually be correeted at minimal expense.

lf the fault is due to a bad solder lay the connection can be re-soldered. If the fault is due to a

damaged component, then the component can be replaced.

2.0 Background
10
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2.3.3 Opcratzonal Fazlurcs

A fault due to an operational failure is usually the result of a poor design. The faults that are

found in this category are associated more with a PCB that is not functionally mature. Some typ-

ical operational failurcs are drifts due to temperature, circuit raccs and hazards, pattcm sensitivity,

distortion/noise sensitivity, variations in device specifications, and vendor incompatibility of com-

ponents.

'l‘he faults that arc due to operational failurcs are more difficult to detect than component or

manufacturing failurcs. liaults stemming from operational failurcs can be intermittent and appear

as a manufacturing or operational failure. lf an operational failure is found it can be more costly
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to repair because it usually entails redesign of the faulty board. PCBs should be thoroughly tested

for operational failures before reaching the production stage.

2.4 Current Technology

In today’s industry automatic test equipment manufacturers have developed a number of tech-

niques for diagnostics and fault localization. Many of them involve a guided probe technique [7].

Guided probe testing of printed circuit boards is a testing technique which provides high diagnostic

resolution. Ilowever, in many cases the process is still performed manually, and thus the elliciency

is limited by the speed of the operator. In the guided probe testing procedure a test device instructs

an operator where to place a probe on a PCB in order to evaluate a response. The desired result

being to find the origin of a particular fault. Automatirrg this process has improved the efliciency

of the guided probe considerably.

A recent improvement to enhance guided probe diagnostics is the integration of probe analysis

and a fault dictionary [8]. By integrating these two diagnostic tools the efliciency of probe testing

is increased. This advance in guided probe testing has shown to require overall fewer number of

probes in order to make a diagnosis of a fault.

The test point insertion problem is also a subject of current research [9]. In the test point in-

sertion problem candidate nodes are selected as observable test points in order to minirnize the

number of test vectors needed to detect all stuck·at faults. The paper presented by [9] provides an

algorithm for optimally placing test points in fan-out free circuits. Test point insertion can therefore

optimize the guided probe technique of testing by choosing which points to probe.
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A typical guided probe approach is to incorporate a probe with a functional tester. The probe
is used as a diagnostic tool when an error has been detected at an output pin that was at fault.
Here probing begins at the output pin that failed a functional test and traces the origin of the fault
back towards the primary inputs.

Rather than perform a functional test to detect an error at an output a nodal verilication ap-
proach can be used. ln the nodal verilication approach all accessible nodes on a PCB can be ver-
iiied for stuck·at-l and stuck-at-0. In this approach the guided probe diagnostic verification can
begin at an intemal net or the fault can be diagnosed directly by an experienced technician or en-
gineer.

2.0 Background Ü
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3.0 System Model

In this chapter the model of the X-Y autoprober test system proposed in this thesis is presented.

A detailed implementation example of the integrated X-Y autoprober that is modeled in this thesis

is presented in Chapter 5 titled specific, System Implementation. A general layout of an X-Y

autoprober system is given in this section covering the major components of the system and their
interaction within the system.

The use of a probe in the testing of l’CBs is a very efficient tool to isolate the source of an error.

In a manual procedure a tester (test vector generating and test application system) instructs an op-

erator where to place a probe in order to evaluate the response of a certain stimuli. If the tester

locates a fault then it guides the operator to probe logic paths back towards the primary inputs.

When a component is found to have all correct input sequences, but incorreet output sequences,

then is is generally true that either an output net of the component is at fault or the component

itself is at fault.

lf an automated X-Y prober is incorporated with a tester the probing technique of testing is

more time efficient and less prone to error when compared to the manual process. Instead of in-

structing an operator where to place a probe, the probing process is done automatically. When an

electrical engineering CAD package is incorporated into the system the circuit connectivity and

3.0 System Model 14
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physical X·Y locations of accessible nodes are easily extracted from the design database. The list
of circuit connectivity is used by the tester to generate test vectors while the nodal location data is
used by the prober to move to a specified node.

The overall system configuration of the integrated X-Y prober, CAD development package, and
test generation software to test printed circuit boards is shown in Figure 4 on page I6. The
major hardware components of the system are a personal computer (PC), motor amplifiers,
drivers/receivers, power supply, and prober fixture. Software packages included in the system are
PCB CAD development, CAD extraction, test generation, test application, and motion control.

In this configuration a personal computer is the base system for a Designer/Tester/Controller.
As mentioned in the introduction an IBM AT personal computer is used as the base system in the
model. The PC is used as a designer when a PCB is first developed. The CAD software is used
to gencrate the PCB circuit description graphically. In the model Personal CAD Systems, Inc.
(P-CADs) family of PCB CAD software is used. P-CADs PCB CAD software allows the designer

to create the schematic layout of a logic circuit at the gate and/or chip level. P·CAD has several
capabilities for the design of PCBs. lf a circuit is first designed at the gate level, P-CADs software
packages PC-NODES and PC-PACK can transfer the circuit up to the chip level. Once at the chip
level the components can be optimally placed automatically on the PCB for best results in routing
with P-CADs PC-ROUTE. Automatic routing of soldcr lines is accomplished using P-CADs

powerful tool PC-ROUTE. Once the layout of a circuit has been completed P-CADs PDIF-OUT
can gencrate a text file which specifies the physical locations of vias and solder lines. P-CADs
PC·NODES and I’C·FORM can gencrate text files specifying the connections (node list and
component list) within the circuit.

The PC is used as a Tester/Controller interactively to test a particular PCB. Starting first with

a user specified or automatically generated fault list the Tester computes the test vectors to verify
the faults. The Tester uses the CAD connection file to generate the test vectors needed to cover

the faults in the fault list. After the Tester has generated the test vectors the test stimuli must be

3.0 System l\I0del I5
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applied to the device under test (DUT) and the response observed. In order to do this the Tester
specifies to the Controller which node to move the probe to. The Controller extracts the physical

location of the node from the CAD nodal location file and moves the probe to the X-Y coordinate.
After the probe is positioned against the DUT the Controller acknowledges to the Tester operation
complete. The Tester then applies the test vector(s) and analyzes the response. Results for each
fault analyzed are recorded in a file for post test observation. The process of applying test vectors
and recording results continues for each fault in the fault list. If any nodes are found to be faulty
the operator can specify a backtrace of a fault node nodes to pinpoint the source of the error. In
this test procedure the Tester starts at a faulty node and instructs the X-Y prober to trace the re-

sponse of nodes back toward the primary inputs. This procedure allows the Tester to then pinpoint

the source of the error.

The hardware that is found in the PC for accessing peripheral devices are a Motion Controller
Card, Programmable Input/Output Card, Graphics Adapter, Memory Expansion Card, and

Serial/Parallel Communication Card. The Motion Controller Card is used to control the motors

that move the different axis of the prober. In the simulated model a motion controller card was

not used, however, the IBM compatible DMC-430 by Galil is mentioned as an available source. l
Inputs for end of limit switches are included on the DMC-430. The end of limit switches are used

for initialization and to signal motion interrupt in the case of system malfunction. The Program-

mable Input/Output Card is used to output the test vectors to primary inputs of the DUT, however

an I/O card was not used in the simulated model. In the model a PCI-20000 by the Burr-Brown

Corporation is mentioned as an available source. On this card the ports can be set for input or

output via software and the address range of the card can be set with switches. Primary inputs of

the DUT are accessed through an edge connector. The response from the probe is input through

the PCI-20000. A Graphics Adapter Card with high resolution capabilities is included for better

CAD visibility. The graphics adapter used in this model is IBM’s Enhanced Graphics Adapter with

256K memory expansion. The Memory Expansion Card is added for greater storage capacity, since

an expanded memory is needed to store the information associated with the test generation of large
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circuits. In the model a MF-3000 from Diamond Flower Electric Instruments Company was used

to add 3 Mega—bytes of on board memory. IBM’s Serial/Parallel Communication Card is used to

interface with a mouse and printer.

A man machine interface (MMI) is used by the operator to interact with the system. An op-

erator provides input to the system through the keyboard and mouse. A monitor and printer

supply output for the operator to analyze.

Outside of the PC are the amplifiers, drivers/receivers, power supply, and the prober fixture.

In the simulated model an X-Y pen plotter is used to replace the extemal PC equipment in the

model. Virginia Panel Corporation is mentioned as a viable source for X-Y prober fixtures and the

external hardware needed to support them. Ampliliers are needed to convert the small signal gen-

erated by the computer to a signal capable of driving the motors. The power needed by the am-

plifiers is derived from a separate power supply. This power supply is also used to provide power

to the DUT and to drive the output signals from the computer. Power from the power supply

drives the signals sent to the DUT. The drivers/receivers are used to optically isolate the test signals

being sent from the computer and vice-versa. Separate grounds are provided for the computer

intemal power supply and the separate power supply. The DUT and computer are isolated from

each other to avoid damage to the computer. The final component of the system is the prober

fixture. Motors are used to drive the X, Y, and Z axis of the prober. The Eneoders attached to

each motor provide position feedback information to the Motion Controller Card. End of limit

switches are found at the ends of each axis. The probe used to measure the response of the test

stirnuli is attached to the Z-axis. Whenever a node response is measured the Z-axis moves the

probe down against the solder side of the PCB. The DUT is the PCB that is positioned into the

prober lixture. The DUT is positioned into the fixture by the edge connectors and is held fast by

board clamps.
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4.0 Test Methods

There are several different methods capable of generating test vcctors for PCBs. Some methods

are primarily of academic interest while others are suited for transcribing into computer code. In

this chapter two different computer generation test methods are covered: Path Oriented Decision

Making (PODBM) and the lterative Test Generator (ITG). PODEM is introduced first in order

to present the backtrace method of test generation. The limitation of PODEM is that it is a test

generation technique intended solely for combinational logic. Nonetheless, PODEM is covered

because it leads into the ITG method of test generation. The backtrace method to test a fault in

PODEM is used as an integral part of the ITG method. The ITG method of test generation is one

that can be used for both combinational and sequential logic. Both methods are presented in such

a way as to stress their use with a guided probe. That is, the part of the test method that is needed

to trace a value from the fault back to the primary inputs is emphasized.

A simple automatic test pattem generation flowgraph is shown in Figure 5 on page 21 to show

how test pattems are developed for specific faults. A circuit is built using a model library and the

circuit description. The circuit description defrnes the functioning of the circuit while the library

provides the physical parts which perform the circuit functions. Parts found in the model library

define the set of parts that the test generation software recognizes. If a certain part is needed to

build the circuit, but is not included in the model library, then steps must be taken to accommodate

4.0 Test Methods
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the part. Some possible solutions to aecommodate excluded parts are to model the part out of
defined parts, to modify the test generation to include the part, or to remove the part from the cir-
cuit completely during test generation and test application. In the latter case the part that can not

be accommodated is bypassed by directly connecting inputs to outputs both in the verbal repre-

sentation of the circuit and physically. This is a useful method to handle the more complex VLSI

chips that are found on PCBs. The node list and component list are text files which provide in-

formation about the type of parts found in the circuit and their interconnections to one another.

Once the node list and component list are generated a fault list is generated either manually or

through software. The fault list represents a set of potential faults that can occur in the circuit.

Fault lists should be generated to optimally cover the full set of potential faults to isolate failures.

The ultimate purpose of this chapter is to describe clearly the ITG method which was coded into

a working tool as part of this thesis. This test generation software is coded into C and comprises

approximately [500 lines of source code. The test generation code runs on an IBM AT personal

computer which is one of the initial requirements set forth in the design criteria. Inputs to the test

generation program for a particular DUT are the component list and node list generated by the

PCB design package P·CAI), and the fault list. Outputs of the test generation program will be test

vectors to test the given faults. For a particular fault that requires several vectors applied in se-

quence, the test generation program will supply the correct sequence of test vectors. If a test vector

cannot be generated for a particular fault the result will be indicated so in the output file of test

vectors. More details of the complete autoprober testing process and input output file formats are

presented in Chapter 5.
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4.1 Combinational Testing

Combinational logic is often referred to as acyclic logic. In acyclic logic there are no feedback

loops. When a test vector is created for a combinational circuit the input is totally independent of

the previous test pattem. Time dependenee in acyclic logic is generally ignored in test generation.

The delays between gates is not taken into account when a test vector is generated because the as-

sumption is made that the response will be available at the output instantaneously. Once a test

vector has been applied the output will have settled by the time it takes a probe to position itself

at the output node. ln the case where a probe is used to observe the response of a node, then the

observation node is referrcd to as a primary output.

4.1.1 Path Oriented Decision Making

PODEM is a test generation algorithm for combinational circuits that was originally developed

by P. Goel [10]. The PODEM algorithm is similar to the D-algorithm in that it propagates faults

forward along a sensitized path. The D-algorithm is the first algorithm that was created for gener-

ating tests for combinational circuits by J. P. Roth [11,12]. A sensitized path is defined as a path

that is dependent upon the fault that is being propagated. PODEM differs from the D-algorithm

in the method that the faults are propagated forward. PODEM is a successor to the D-algorithm

and it has been found to be more efficient [13].

The fault notation that is used in both PODEM and the D·algorithm is the D·notation. The

D·notation is used to indicate the effect of a fault. Whenever a node is assigned a D-value it is re-

presenting both the good signal and the faulty signal. lf a node has a value of D or D then the fault

free value of the node will be D= l or D-= 0. In the case where a node is assigned a value of D
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or D and the node is at fault, then the node will have a logic value of D = 0 or D = l. An example
is shown in Figure 6 on page 24 to emphasize the D-notation.

In this example the output node of the AND gate is being tested for stuck-at·0. If both inputs
to the AND gate are set to logic one, then the output will be D = l for the fault free case and D = 0
for the faulty case. For the fault to be propagated forward through the NAND gate the primary
input to the NAND gate must be set to logic one. The output of the NAND gate will then be
dependent upon the node being tested for a fault. lf the output of the AND gate is fault free, then
the output of the NAND gate will also be fault free with D= O. If the output of the AND gate is
faulty the output of the NAND gate will be at fault with D-= l.

The basic concept of the PODEM process is to drive a fault to a primary output by justifying
the assignment of primary inputs. The D-notation is assigned to the node being tested and it is
referred to as the objective node. A backtrace procedure then traces the logic needed to drive the
objective node back to the primary inputs. The effect of each primary input assignment is found
by simulating the circuit. If the objective node is propagated to a primary output, then the test is
completed. In the event that the fault is not propagated to a primary output the process of justi-
fying inputs is repeated. The starting objective node is the node that is assigned a value to further
propagate the fault. If a conflict arises in the assignment of a primary input, then the value of each
assigned primary input is systcmatically inverted to determine if there is an input pattem to test the
target objective node. The procedure, referred to as I’l·Remake, makes PODEM algorithmic [14].
All possible combinations of primary input assignments will be tried to excise the particular fault
at hand. If the procedure fails then there is no test pattern that exists to test the fault. The
PI-Remake procedure is called upon mostly for circuits with redundant logic and complex fan·out
fan-in designs. Circuits with reconverging fan-out designs are typically found in error detection and

correction circuits.

When a prober is used in conjunction with PODEM the procedure for generating tests is less
complex and more efficient. Since the node that is being tested for a fault becomes a primary
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output, the backtrace procedure to assign primary inputs need only be called once. The part of

PODEM that drives the fault forward is elirninated because the fault is located at a primary output,

therefore less programming is required to put PODEM into a working tool.

The backtrace procedure in PODEM uses a strategy to detemiine which paths to follow back

toward the primary inputs, therefore saving effort in gencrating a test. ln order to implcment the

strategy, weights must be assigned to each node in the circuit, The weights define how easily a node

can be set, bcttcr defined as the controllabilily of the node. A higher weight implies that a node is

more difficult to control while a lower weight implies that a node is more easily controlled.

The way to assign weights to nodes is a two pass procedure. First intrinsic weights are assigned

to each node in the circuit, then final weights are assigned to each node according to the intrinsic

weight of the node and all preceding final weights. Before presenting the two pass procedure

prcdccessor nodes are defined. Predecessor nodes are the input nodes (xl, x2,...xn) to the output

node y of a particular gate Z. The two pass procedure for assigning the weights to nodes is as fol-

lows:

Figure 6. D-Notation Example
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First Pass-
Assign each node an intrinsic weight (IW) equal to the fanout of the node
minus one.

IW(node) = fanout — l

Second Pass-
Assign each node a final weight (FW) equal to the final weight of the
predecessor nodes plus the intrinsic weight of the node. Primary inputs
will have a final weight equal to their intrinsic weight. Therefore,

FW(node) = IW(node) + E] FW(inputnodes)
i=1

where n is the number of input nodes of the gate driving the output node.

Note that before a final weight can be assigned to an output node all input nodes must be assigned
a final weight. Thus nodes are assigned final weights in levels proceeding from primary inputs to
primary outputs, and final weights dictate the controllability of the node. In order to see the
weighting process more clearly the intrinsic weights and final weights of the nodes in Figure 7 on
page 26 are shown in Table I. As can be seen from this example the nodes that are located farther
from the primary inputs are typically harder to control.

Nodes IW FW

l 0 0
2 l l
3 l l
4 0 0
5 0 l
6 0 2
7 0 l
8 0 4

Table l. Node Weighting Example (Node Values)

The strategy that is used to traee the signal back to the primary inputs is sometimes referred to

as the critical path method . For gates with multiple inputs there may be several choices to drive

an output to a certain value. If only one of the multiple inputs must be set, then a choice must

be made as to which input, and therefore which path, to sensitize. If all of the multiple inputs must
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be set, then multiple paths must be sensitized. ln this case one input must be sensitized and the

other inputs saved on a stack to be processed on a last in first out basis. The critical path decision

making technique uses the final weights, the type of gate, and the logic value of the output node

to determine which input node(s) to trace at each step. ln order to see how input nodes are set to

drive an output node consider the two NAND gates shown in Figure 8. For this example consider

the case when none of the input nodes have yet been assigned nodal logic values. When a NAND

gate

Figure 8. Node Sensitizing Example
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has a logic zero at the output both inputs must be set to logic one in order to drive the output.

Since both inputs must be set it is logical to trace back the more difficult path first. If the more

diflicult path cannot trace a signal back to the primary inputs, then there is no need to try the more

controllable path. The logic here is that time will not be wasted tracing the easier path if the more

difficult path cannot be traced. In the case where the output of the NAND gate must be driven to

a logic one only one of the inputs must be set to logic zero. The first choice is to trace the easier

path, and then the harder path if conflict occurs on the easier path. This methodology is logical

as the cumulative effect of choosing the easier path first should save effort. Easier paths are more

likely to guarantee a test and are often the shorter path to the primary inputs.

In the backtrace procedure only one path may be traced at a time. The nodes that are assigned

logic values are processed one at a time. Nodes that are to be processed are placed on a process

stack . The order in which nodes are processed is determined by their placement on the stack. Each

node is processed on a last in first out basis. The first nodes that are placed on the process stack

are the input node(s) that drive the objective node. The critical path strategy dictates the order in

which the nodes are placed on the process stack. The first assigned input node(s) provide the initial

cover for the fault being tested. When a node is pulled off of the process stack it is frrst checked to

see if it is a primary input. lf the node is a primary input, then the trace procedure pops the next

node off of the process stack. In this situation, the next node off the stack should be a node where

multiple inputs had to be set in order to drive an output. Otherwise, the backtrace procedure as-

signs the logic needed to drive the current node and places the assigned node(s) on the stack as the

next to be processed. If the process stack is empty after the last assigned primary input then the

program stops execution with test assignment complete.

In this thesis the backtrace procedure in PO DEM was modified to avoid the use of a simulator.

The normal PODEM procedure requires that the circuit be simulated after each primary input as-

signrnent. If a conflict occurs in the assignment of a primary input then, the Pi-Remake procedure

is called to determine an altemative input pattern. Rather than check for conflicts at the primary

input, the procedure used in this thesis is to check for conflict at the assignment of any node.
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Whenever an arbitrary assignment is made during the propagation of a signal from initial objective

to primary input, the gate with the arbitrary assignment is stored on a stack. For example, consider

a two input NAND gate that has a logic one objective for the output and both inputs are unas-

signed. The backtrace strategy chooses the easier path first. However, if a conflict occurs on the

easier path, then the harder path may be able to trace to a primary input. Therefore, the NAND

gate is put onto the stack. The stack is processed on a last-in first-out basis when a conflict is en-

countered. lf a conflict occurs during the assignment of a node then the backtrace procedure starts

at the last point where an arbitrary decision was made. The nodes that were assigned on the path

with conflict are reassigned to unknown. If the stack is empty and a conflict occurs, then the pro-

gram stops execution and exits with no test found.

The final backtrace procedure that was used as part of the test generation software in this thesis

is shown in Figure 9 on page 29. The flowchart shown in this figure represents the top level op-

eration of the backtrace procedure.

4.].1.1 PODEM Example

The example shown in this section steps through the modified backtrace procedure that is used

in the test generation software. In this example the Schneider Counterexample [14] shown in

Figure 10 on page 3l is tested for a stuck-at·l and stuck-at-0 fault at the output of gate H. The

weights of each node are given in Table 2 on page 30 to help explain the choice of paths. Note that

in this example the output of gate ll has the highest weight and thus should be the hardest to

control. The Schneider Counterexample is a symmetrical circuit with a complex fan-out fan-in

arrangement which can show the strength of the modified PODEM procedure. Using the backtrace

strategy the test pattems are easily found for the circuit node that is the hardest to control. Alter-

nate paths do not need to be sensitized in this example because the choice of critical paths avoids
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them. The assumption is made in this example that the output of gate H is a node that is accessible
with a probe.

Nodes IW' FW

Xl l l
X2 2 2
X3 2 2
X4 l 1
X5 0 3
X6 l 5
X7 0 3
X8 0 5
X9 0 6
Xl0 0 6
Xll 0 5
Xl2 0 22

Table 2. Schneider Counterexample Node Wcights

Observe first the case when node Xl2 is stuck-at-]. To test for stuck·at-l node Xl2 must be
driven to a logic zero. In order to drive node Xl2 to a logic zero one of the inputs to gate H must
be set to logic one. Gate II is put onto the altemative stack since there are other paths that may
be traced. In this example both X8 and Xll have a minimum input weight of five. Node X8 is
set to logic one and is the next node to be processed. ln order to drive node X8 to a logic one both
inputs to gate D must be assigned logic zero. Node X2 is assigned logic zero and put on the process
stack. Node X5 is assigned logic zero and is the next node to be processed since it has the harder
path to follow. To drive X5 to a logic zero the more controllable input to gate A, X1, is assigned

logic one. Node Xl is a primary input so node X2 is pulled off of the stack as the next node to
be processed. Node X2 is also found to be a primary input and the process stack is now empty.
Since there are no more nodes on the process stack and there are no conflicts, the program exits
with the test found. The node values generated to test node Xl2 for stuck-at-1 are given in
Table 3 on page 32.

The test generation procedure for testing node Xl2 stuck-at-0 follows similarly. The step by

step assignment of each node is not given. Ilowever, the final assignment of each node can be seen
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in Table 4 on page 31 for testing node X12 stuck—at·0. The results shown in the table are easily
derived from the step by step process just discussed in section 4.1.1.

Nodes Node Value
X1 1
X2 1X3 XX4 1
X5 XX6 XX7 XX8 0xo 0X10 0X 11 0X12 D

Table 4. Node Values X12 Stuck-at-0
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Nodes Node Value
Xl 1
X2 0
X3 X
X4 X
X5 0
X6 X
X7 X
X8 l
X9 X
X10 X
X11 X_
X12 D

Table 3. Node Values XI2 Stuck-at-1

This example followed through on the steps in the modified backtrace procedure. By using the
critical paths in the assignment of nodes the backtrace procedure was able to find test pattems ef-
ficiently. In this example the least controllable node in the circuit was tested for stuck-at-1 and
stuck-at-0 faults without the reassignment of any nodes in the backtrace. By following the strategy
of the critical path conflict was avoided. The example showed that the modified backtrace proce-
dure is able to handle reconvergent fan-out circuits as found in error detection and correction cir-
cuits.

4.2 Sequential Testing

A sequential circuit is one that is cyclical in nature due to the presence of feedback loops within
the circuit, and is referred to often as cyc/ic logic. A model of a sequential circuit is shown in
Figure ll on page 34, and is known as the lluffman model [15]. The model consists of primary
inputs, primary outputs, feedback lines, combinational logic, and delay elements. In a sequential

circuit some of the outputs pass through delay elements and retum as inputs to the combinational
logic. The feedback inputs (y/, y2,...yk) to the combinational logic represent the present state
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of the machine. Therefore, the outputs (zl, 22, . . .2m) are a function of the present inputs (xl,
x2, . . . xn) and the present state of the machine (yl, y2, . . . yk). Note also that the next state
of the machine (ul, u2, . . . uk) is a function of the present state of the machine and the present
inputs. A sequential circuit is said to be synchronous if the delay elements in the model are con-
trolled by an extemal clock, and is said to be asynchronous if the delays are intemal to the delay
elements. In the asynchronous circuit the delays are not controlled by an extemal signal. If a se-
quential circuit has both clocked and unclocked delays then it can be classified as synchronous
and/or asynchronous. A circuit that is both synchronous and asynchronous can be classified best
by putting it in a spectrum that ranges from the ideal cases. The ideal cases of a totally synchronous
and totally asynchronous circuit make up the endpoints of the spectrum.

The testing problems caused by cyclic logic are much more complex than those associated with
combinational logic. When a test is generated for sequential logic one test pattern may be de-
pendent upon the previous test pattern, and the initial state of the machine may not be known.
Timing must also be considered as a factor in sequential logic. Ilazards and races can cause errors
in the operation of sequential circuits. In the test generation method to be discussed in the fol-
lowing section, however, only logic errors caused by static logic faults are covered. The complexity
of sequential circuits increases the number of test vectors that may be required to test a particular
fault. For a sequential circuit with n inputs there are k2" possible pattems that can be applied
where k is the depth of the circuit. Depth is defined as the maximum number of delay elements
in any path between a primary input and a primary output.

4.2. I The Iterative Test Generator Methodology [ I6]

As the Huffman model describes in Section 4.2 a sequential circuit is one where the output is
dependent upon the present state of the machine and the inputs. The present state of the machine
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is a function of the previous inputs and outputs of the sequential circuit. The cyclic nature of a
sequential circuit is due to the feedback loops within the machine, and because of these feedback

loops there is a memory dependcnce for sequential circuits. Test generation for a sequential circuit
is thus complicated by the fact that test pattcms must now be generated for different time frames,

where one time frame output may be dependent upon the current time frame test pattern and the
events of previous time frame test pattcms. A very successful method for breaking down the time
dependcnce of a sequential circuit and generating test pattems is known as the Iterative Test Gen-
erator.

The lterative Test Generator methodology is essentially a "loop cuttir1g" technique used to

generate test pattcms for sequential circuits. ln analyzing a circuit the l'I‘G methodology finds the
feedback loops and then makes cuts in the loops assigning pseudo-inputs (SI) and pseudo-outputs
(S()) at the cut points. By cutting the loops and assigning pseudo inputs and pseudo outputs the
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sequential circuit is transforrned into an iterative array. Once this is done the sequential circuit can

be processed as if it were combinational in nature.

Initially, all nodal values in the circuit are set to unknown x for all time frames. If a SI is en-

countered at time frame t in the trace back routine, then its value is copied over to the SO in time

frame t·l. Thercfore, each time frame that is generated contains the nodal values for that time

frame. The test processing for the current time frame can continue until the next pseudo input is

encountered. This traceback process can continue until all essential paths from initial test point to

primary inputs have been sensitized.

The heart of the ITG is in transforming the sequential circuit into one that can be treated as if

it were combinational. Transformation of the circuit is accomplished by cutting all of the loops in

the circuit so that feedback loops are eliminated. The loop cutting process cuts the loops at optimal

points so that the hierarchy of the loops can be accounted. Once the loop cutting process has taken

place a combinational algorithm, such as PO DEM, can iteratively generate a test for a particular

fault. For the autoprobing technique, only the backtrace section of the combinational test method

is needed to generate a test because tests are started at a node and then propagated back to the

primary inputs. Tests need not be propagated forward because the assumption is made that all

nodes being checked for a logic fault are accessible.
I

The first procedure in ITG, as in PODEM, is to assign the nodes in the circuit weights. In

PODEM, the objective in the nodal weight assignments in the circuit was to provide artificial in-

telligence to trace the critical paths. In ITG, however, the purpose of assigning weights is threefold.

The assignment of weights to the nodes helps to determine where the loops are located in the cir-

cuit, where to make the cuts in the loops, and also to determine which paths to trace in the back-

trace routine. ln order for PODEM test generation to be merged with the ITG for sequential

'circuits, it is benelicial to use the same method of assigning weights that was used in PODEM. In I

PODEM each node was first given an intrinsic weight [W equal to the fan-out of the node minus I

one. Primary inputs were assigned final weights equal to their intrinsic weights FW= IW. In a I
I
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second pass, if all predecessor nodes had been assigned final weights, then a node was assigned a

final weight FW= FW(predecessor.;) + IW . In a combinational circuit all nodes will be assigned

final weights after the second pass of the weighting procedure. However, in a sequential circuit,

nodes that are located within loops will not be assigned a final weight.

Once it has been determined that a circuit is sequential (i.e., there are nodes with unassigned

final weights), the next step in the ITG process is to break the loops accordingly. By analyzing the

weighted nodes and nesting of the loops, breaks can be made at specific nodes and final weights

assigned to reflect a node’s relative position and thus its controllability within the circuit. The it-

erative process of breaking loops and assigning final weights is continued until all nodes have final

weights.

ln order to break a loop, strongly connected circuits (SCCs) must first be located. An SCC is

defined as a subset SI of the nodes in a circuit within which there is a directcd path connecting any

two pair of nodes in SI and also where SI is a maximal set. The stipulation that SI be a maximal

set means that all nodes that are in a directcd path between any two nodes are included in the set.

To find an SCC in a circuit an "unweighted node" (a node not yet assigned a final weight) rz is se-

lected to form a set of all connecting unweighted successor nodes F(rz) and a set of all connecting

unweighted predecessor nodes B(n). The intersection of F(n) and B(n) defmes a SCC. lf all un-

weighted nodes are not found in the SCC, then one of the unweighted nodes not found in the SCC

is used as a kemel to form another SCC. This process is continued until all possible unweighted

nodes are contained in a defined SCC.

After all of the SCCs have been located a SCC which has all input nodes originating outside

of the loop weighted (i.e., all input nodes with final weights assigned) is chosen for further proc-

essing. This SCC is denoted as SCC A. For each node in SCC A the period is calculated. The

period of a node is defined as the length of the shortest cycle containing that node. Let set C be

the set of nodes with minimum period. lf the set C is equal to the set SCC A, then a node z is

chosen that has a successor node not found in SCC A. lf the set C is not equal to the set SCC
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A, then another set U is defined as the set of nearest successors of nodes in C that are in the set
(A-C). Next, the predecessor nodes of the nodes in the set U are evaluated. The predecessor node
with minimal fmal weight feeds a component that has an unweighted input node z . At node z a
loop is broken, and the node z is placed in a set D containing the cut nodes and it is assigned a final
weight equal to the highest previously assigned final weight plus one. The assignment of final
weights continues again until all possible nodes are processed. If any nodes remain unprocessed in
SCC A, then sub-SCCs are formed and the procedure is repeated until all of the loops are broken.
After SCC A has been processed, the next SCC that has all input nodes originating outside of the
loop weighted is denoted as SCC A and the loop cutting operation repeats. The iterative steps of
processing SCCs is continued until all SCCs have been decomposed and each node is thus assigned
a final weight.

After all SCCs have been processed, the critical path test generation can then take place. In the
critical path method the same test generation procedure can be used as in PO DEM. Starting from
an initial test node and given a stuck~at fault the PODEM backtrace procedure can be used as de-
scribed in Section 4.l.l. The only change in this procedure is that each node must be checked to
see if it is a cut node in set D when the node is assigned a logic value. lf the node is found in set
D, then its value is copied into the previous time slice and the backtrace continues. Several time
slices may be required to propagate a test value from initial stuck-at node to primary inputs. Since
the PODEM method checks for conflicts when assigning values, each new time frame generated
must store the assigned nodal values because another sensitized path may pass through the same
time frame.

In ITG, the test generation technique is intended for testing logic faults only. Faults in se·

quential logic can also be attributed to hazards and races. llazards and races, however, result from
a poor design. The use of the ITG methodology in conjunction with an autoprober is tailored more
towards a functionally mature PCB where hazards and races should not occur. In order to ade-
quately detect faults due to timing the board must be operated at normal speed. Errors due to
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timing may be encountered during the test application and response observation sequence, however,

the main goal of the ITG test sequence is to test for static faults.

ITG produces the sequence of test pattems that must be applied to test a fault, however, it does

not take into account the spacing of time slices. In the case where a feedback loop is present be-

tween combinational logic, only a time delay is needed between test pattems. The time delay for

the asynchronous circuit with feedback is required in order that signals may propagate through gates

contained within the loop. Once the correct sequence of test pattems has been generated by the

ITG, post processing of test pattems must be perforrned in order to assure correct timing in the test

application sequence.

A special feature of ITG is that it is not restricted to the application of sequential circuits only.

ITG can also be used to generate tests for acyclic circuits (i.e., combinational circuits with no

feedback). After the initial weighting procedure has been completed the ITG recognizes that no

loops will need to be cut since all nodes will have final weights assigned. In an acyclic circuit the

ITG will generate test pattems for a single time frame because no cutnodes will be encountered

during the backtrace routine. The advantage of using the ITG methodology is proven by its ver—

satility for testing different types of circuits. However, the ITG incorporates added checking and
i

memory allocation for the testing of sequential circuits which are factors to be considered.

Though ITG is a successful method in generating test for sequential logic, it does not guarantee

a test pattern for every logic fault. Due to the complexity of sequential logic a time slice limit

should be set because some test pattems may extend an indefinite period into the past. This time

frame limit is a user supplied input that sets up the maximum number of sequenced test pattems

to search into the past to test a particular node. lfa test pattern sequence has not been found within

the number of specified time frames into the past the program can indicate the result. If a test

pattem has not been found within an allotted time frame the time frame can be increased or an

altemative test strategy can be implemented. The time frame limit takes into consideration the

computer memory capacity and run time in generating a test pattern. The computer memory is
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taken into consideration because each time fra.me must store all nodal values in the circuit. Run
time is taken into account because each new time frame requires more iterations to acquire a test
pattern.

The ITG methodology is the test generation software that is implemented in this thesis. This
method of test generation is integrated with an X-Y prober and CAD database to provide a basic
testing capability. The top level pseudo code that was used to translate the ITG methodology into
a working tool is given in Appendix A. More details of how the ITG methodology was integrated
into the automatic testing system are presented in Chapter 5 System Implementation.

4.2.1.1 ITG Example

In order to clarify the steps in the ITG methodology an example is presented using an asyn-
chronous scquential circuit. The circuit which will be analyzed is shown in Figure 12 on page 40.
As can be seen, this circuit is merely an SR flip-flop with invcrted output. In this example the steps

taken to generate a test pattem to cover node 5 stuck—at one will be shown.
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Figure I2. SR Flip·fl0p with lnvcrtcd Output

The first step in thc l”l”G is to assign wcights to thc nodcs in the circuit. ln the first pass thc

intrinsic wcights arc assigned to cach node. For thc circuit shown in l‘igurc I2, nodcs I, 2, 3, and

5 have an intrinsic weight IW= 0 while nodc 4 has an intrinsic weight IW= / . After the sccond

pass thc only nodcs that can be assigned final wcights are nodes l and 3, the primary inputs. As

specified by thc final wcighting process, nodcs l and 3 arc assigned final wcights equal to their in-

trinsic weight which is I·”W= 0 for both nodcs. Since there arc nodcs with unassigned final wcights

the conclusion is made that thc circuit is sequcntial and the loop cutting process must begin.

The next step in the ITG process is to usc thc unweighted nodcs to find all of the SCCs. Ar-

bitrarily picking an unwcighted nodc, say nodc 2, the connecting unweighted predecessor node is

found to be node 4. 'l‘hus, ß(n) is compriscd of nodcs 2 and 4. The unweighted successor nodes

of node 2 arc nodcs 4 and 5. Thcrefore, F(n) is compriscd of nodcs 2, 4, and 5. By taking the

intersection of ß(fl) and F(rz) thc SCC is detcrrnined to consist of nodcs 2 and 4. 'Ihis leaves us

with one unwcighted node not found in a SCC, nodc 5. Node 5 is not contained in a SCC because

it does not satisfy the condition of being a conncctcd pair.
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The SCC containing nodes 2 and 4 is the only SCC that must be processed. Node 2 is arbi-
trarily chosen as the cut node in this example because components A and B have the same minimal
final weighted input. The final weight of node 2 is then assigned as FW(:20616:2) = FW(r10de3) +
/= 0 + /= I . This in turn allows node 4 to be assigned a final weight of FW(n0de4)=
FW(n0de/) + FW(rz0de2) + IW(r20de4)= 0 + I + I= 2. The last node to be assignedafinal
weight is node 5 where FW(n0de5)= FW(n0de4) + IW(n0de5) = 2 + O= 2 .

Now that all final weights have been assigned the backtrace procedure can begin. Since node
5 is being tested for a stuck·at one fault all possible test vectors to drive node S to a logo zero will
be pursued. ln this example only one initial input vector is needed to drive node 5 to a logo zero,
however, two time frames are needed to accomplish this. Node 4 is the first node to be processed.
llere node 4 is assigned a logo one value in time frame t. In order to drive node 4 to a one, both
nodes l and 2 must be assigned a logo zero. Node 2 is processed first since both nodes must be set
and it is has a more difficult path to sensitize. Since node 2 is a cut node its value of logo zero is
copied into the time frame t·l. ln order to drive node 2 to a logo zero either node 3 or node 4
must be a logo one. Node 3 is assigned a value of logo one because it is the easiest path and it is
assigned in the time frame t-l. The last node to be processed is node l. Node l is assigned a logo
zero in time frame t. The nodes and their assigned values for each time frame necessary to test node
5 for a stuck·at-I are gven in Table 5.

Nodes Time
t·l t

l X 0
2 X 0
3 l X
4 X L5 X D

Table 5. Node Values for ITG Example

In Table 5 node 3 is shown to have a value of unknown, X, in time frame t. The test gener-
ation software developed in this research will actually assign this primary input a value of one in
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time frame t, rather than leave it unassigned. Unassigned primary inputs are assigned values at the

end of test generation in order to minimize the number of input changes and hence minimize races

in sequential circuits. If a primary input has an unknown value at time frame t, then the previous

time frame value t-1 is assigned to the node. This pattem of assignment begins with the first time

frame primary input values being copied into the second time frame unassigned primary inputs, and

so forth. In this manner the last assigned primary input values stays valid until it is changed in a

later time frame.

This example demonstrates how the ITG methodology is used to generate a test for a sequential

circuit. Once the proper sequence of test pattems has been generated the circuit can be tested by

excising the primary inputs and observing the response. lf the circuit is working correctly then node

5 will output a logic zero when it is probed at the completion of the test sequence. If node 5 is truly

stuck at one then a probe will indicate node 5 at a logic one after the test sequence has been applied.
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5.0 Testing Strategies

ln the last chapter test methods were presented that are capable of generating a test vector when

given a particular fault. Ilaving a powerful tool to generate test vectors is a great advantage, how-

ever, this docs not provide a total diagnosing capability for testing printed circuit boards. Consider

a PCB with m accessible nodes. If all possible combinations of shorts between nets are considered,

then there are

m m
E (1 ) = 2m — m — l

l= 2

actual shorts that could occur on the board. For a circuit with 100 nodes there would be approx-

imately 2'°° possible shorts between nodcs that could occur. To try and test for every short between

nets that could possible occur would be impractical. lt should be clear that trying to find an error

on a printed circuit board calls for an efficient diagnostic scheme. ln this chapter some of the testing

strategies that can be incorporated with a guidcd probe are investigated.

Today there are many automatic testing equipment systems that employ guided probes to help

isolate the cause(s) of a failure. The guidcd probe algorithm that is used to locate an error is an

analytic process. A typical automatic test pattem generation system will start by simulating a

number of random test patterns in order to obtain expected responses and cover a percentage of
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possible faults. Next the test pattems are applied and the primary outputs with faulty outputs are

flagged. The probing process starts at a primary output that failed and backtraces to the source of

the fault. Probing starts at a failed output rather than a primary input because a forward search for

the fault would be a random hit and miss procedure. At each probe point the result is analyzed

and the decision is made as to which point to probe next. From the probing results a diagnosis can

usually be made as to which part or node is at fault. When a module has correct input sequences,

but incorrect output sequences, either an output node or the module is the cause of the failure.

The summary of this testing strategy is shown in Figure 13 on page 45.

The motivation for using random test pattem techniques is shown ir1 the test efficiency curve in

Figure 14 on page 46. When a number of random test pattems are applied to a combinational

circuit a certain percentage of faults can be detected. The percentage of faults that can be detected

using test pattems from a list of randomly generated pattems increases dramatically with the first

few patterns and then levels off with additional pattems. For a combinational circuit with rz inputs

and m randomly generated input pattems, the percentage of faults that can be detected is given by

PD = -5}-E 22"" >< 100%
2 — 1 l = 1

Typically 35 to 60 percent of all faults in a combinational circuit can be detected with the f1rst few

dozen input pattems [3]. This figure is dependent upon circuit size. There is less motivation to

apply random test pattems to highly sequential circuits because there is a less drarnatic increase in

percentage of faults detected.

A goal in the testing of printed circuit boards should be to obtain a good test coverage. Test

coverage, tc can be computed as the number of faults f that are detectable given a set of test pat-

tcms, divided by the total possible stuck-at-faults, x.

rc = J;
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The closer to one that tc is, the better the test coverage. A minimal but optimal set of test patterns

should be chosen to test a circuit. The underlying factor here is that some test pattems are capable

of detecting multiple faults.

Nodal veryicatiorz refers to the procedure of probing nodes on the PCB under test and com-

paring the result with that expected. Results of each nodal verification can be saved ir1 a file for

post test observation. The file that contains the results of the nodal verification is referred to here

as the verüication file. Individual nodes can be diagnosed by using the results found within the

verification file. An experienced technician or engineer can diagnose the test results directly or an

automatic diagnostic routine can be initiated at a ’bad’ node. The technician or engineer relies on

knowledge of the correct circuit functioning to pinpoint the problem. An automatic diagnostic

routine backtraces from the bad node to locate the origin of the fault.

In order for the nodes to be verified a database containing the test vectors and the expected re-

sults must be generated. The location of the nodes to be venfied must be contained in a separate

geometric database to guide the X·Y prober. When a node is to be verified the X-Y prober moves

Number ul patterns

Figure I4. Percent of Faults Detected Versus Input Patterns
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to the node automatically by linking the fault being vexified with the database containing the x,y

locations. Given the names of nodes on the PCB and the type of stuck-at fault to be tested for, the

test generation methodology presented in the last chapter can create the test vector database. The

test vector database will contain for each node name and corresponding type of stuck-at fault, the

test vector to test the node. Some PCBs may require large databases in order to verify operation

of every accessible node for both stuck-at-0 and stuck·at·l faults. However, the database can be

reduced by test pattern compaction and/or by selecting a subset of the entire set of nodes to be

tested for optimal coverage. Given t test points to be inserted in a combinational circuit, there is

an algorithm to optimally place the test points so as to minirnize the number of test vectors needed

to detect all single stuck-at faults. This topic is referred to as the tes! point insertion problem. The

test point insertion technique presented by [9] guarantees optirnization for fanout free networks and

is suggested as a viable solution for networks with reeonvergent fanout.

Test pattern compaction is the process of reducing the number of test pattems needed to test

the given fault set. The number of input test patterns are reduced by merging test vectors that are

essentially equivalent. ln order for two test vectors to be merged each primary input of the first

vector must be able to match with the corresponding primary input of the second vector and vice-

versa. lf there is an X (don’t care) in the izh position of the first vector then the it/1 position of the

second vector will match. lf there is a 0 or l in the it/1 position of the first vector, then the ith

position of the second vector must have a 0 or l, respectively, or X for the ith position to match.

The izh position will not match if there is a 0 or l in the iz/1 position of the first vector and a l or

0, respectively, in the it/1 position of the second vector. If all i positions in two vectors can be

matched, then the two vectors can be merged. lf two vectors can be merged, the merged vectors

will have in the it/1 position:

1. Zero (0), if one vector has a 0 and the other vector has a 0 or X in position i.

2. One (1), if one vector has a l and the other vector has a 1 or X in position i.
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3. Don’t care (X), if both vectors have X in position i.

An example of two merged vectors is given in Table 6. The vector C is the result of merging the

two vectors A and B.

Vectors Primary Inputs
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

A 0 X 0 1 X
B 0 l X l X
C 0 l 0 1 X

Table 6. Test Pattern Compaction Example

Once nodal verification has taken place using an autoprober, diagnostics can be perfonned to

pinpoint failures. In order to do diagnostics three databases must be present whereas nodal verifi-

cation only required two. The databases required are test vectors for each node, x,y location of

nodes, and the circuit connectivity specification. The additional file, circuit connectivity, is required

by the diagnostic routine so that the tester knows which nodes to test in order to accomplish a

backtrace. A flowgraph summarizing the guided probe diagnostic algorithm is shown in Figure 15

on page 49.

Another scheme that can be used to enhance the diagnostic capability of a guided probe is to

incorporate a fault dictionary [8]. A fault dictionary is a diagnostic tool that is used to help locate

faults. Faults are localized with a fault dictionary by comparing the obseryed faults on a PCB with

the predefined signatures. The predcfincd signatures are those faults that are obtained during fault

simulation. In fault simulation a certain test vector is applied to a circuit and it is determined which

nodes in the circuit can be detected to have a stuck-at fault. The nodes that can be detected have

outputs which are dependent upon the faults. The unique response that is produced by a specific

stuck-at fault defines a fault signature. For each fault signature that is in the fault dictionary all the

faults that can be detected by that signature are associated with it. Thus faults can be localized by
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fnrnding the best match between the fault signatures and the observed faults at the primary outputs.
A fault signature with a best match then dictates the possible cause(s) of failure.

A fault dictionary is used interactively in conjunction with a guided probe. The fault dictionary
helps to localize the cause of a fault and steers the guided probe to the next nodal observation point.
Normally the backtrace procedure would call for the probe to observe numerous nodes and then
decide on the next candidate nodes to be probed. When the fault dictionary is consulted to decide
the next nodes to be probed, the number of probe points can be reduced. The fault dictionary
further helps to pinpoint the cause of the fault at each iteration in the probing algorithm.

The guided probe teclnnique for testing printed circuit boards is an effective tool that gives high
diagnostic resolution. However, there is a shortconning to the probing approach when many
modules are wired together. Take for example when several components are wire·ORed together.
The probing procedure will not be able to pin—point the faulty component when the output of one
component that is wire·ORed has a failure. Instead, all components will be flagged as being at fault.
In order to pin-point the faulty component either each of the wire-ORed components will have to
be replaced, or a test must be created that will propagate an intemal fault out of each component.
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6.0 System Implementation

The purpose of this chapter is to merge the concepts of the previous chapters to implement the
system. In this chapter the work that was done to construct an autoprober test system is presented.
The system operation is discussed in the form of two examples. Quantitative data for a third ex-

ample using a larger circuit One example presents the results obtained for combinational is pre-
sented in the conclusions. logic, while the other presents the results obtained for sequential logic.

The first example is a combinational circuit and it is presented in parallel with a discussion of the
system. In this way details of the system from beginning CAD design to final test application are

presented. Also, the first example will show the constraints on the system and how the system is

used. In the second example the the results obtained for a sequential circuit are Iaid forth. This

second example also presents the method for running a batch session. The combinational circuit

that is used to demonstrate the system implementation is shown in Figure I6 on page 53. This is

a full·adder with a NAND gate implementation of EXOR gates. _

In this chapter the software that was coded in order to provide automated guided probe testing

capabilities is divided into three main sections. These three major ponions of software are the post

processing nodal access software, the test generation software, and the test application software.

Though these three separate sections are presented independently, the three can also be linked to
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run in one execution session. This speeds up the testing process by requiring less interaction with

the operator. A batch automatic test session is presented at the end of this chapter.

6. I CAD Design

The CAD design software that is used to do schematic capture at the gate level is known as

PC-CAPS. This editor runs on the IBM PC/AT and is part of a family of PCB CAD software

produced by Personal CAD Systems, Inc. (P-CAD) [17]. The circuit that is produced by PC-CAPS

will appear exactly as shown in Figure I6 on page 53. Components and nodes are assigned names

as shown in the figure. Where names are not assigned to nodes and components by the designer,

the CAD connectivity extraction tool PC—FORM will assign default names automatically. If any

nodes are assigned names during the layout of the circuit, then the first letter of node names may

not begin with either an "l" or an This restriction is made so that the test generation software

can read-in the node connectivity file correctly. Design of a PCB does not have to begin at the gate

level. However, this example is started at the gate level because the test generation software in the

thesis operates at the gate level. The test generation software in this thesis can be modified to ac-

cornmodate test generation at the chip level since the node and component lists extracted are similar

to the lists extracted at the gate level. If test generation is executed at the chip level, then the logic

within the chips must be broken down to the gate level via software. This is referred to as

modeling. An advantage of doing design at the gate level first is that semicustom ICs can be created

and packaged as chips. In doing so, models of chips can be created at the gate level which the test

generation in this thesis will accept.

Once a design has been completed at the gate level the design can be packaged into a chiplevelby

using P-CAD’s, I’C·NODES, PREPACK, and PC-PACK. PC-NODES takes the schematic 1

database created during PC-CAPS and creates a schematic netlist file. PREPACK takes a user
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generated text file which contains information about the types of chips that are needed to imple-

ment the circuit and creates a library cross reference file. PREPACK does not need to be run if

only P-CAD supplied symbols are used during PC-CAPS. After PC—NODES and PREPACK

have been executed, PC-PACK can be executed to create the PCB database. The PCB database

created can be edited by P-CAD’s PCB design editor PC-CARDS. Initial PCB layout of the circuit

after PC-PACK would show a ratsmzsz of pin connections in PC-CARDS. In PC-CARDS the

wire lays can be routed either manually or automatically with P-CAD’s PC-ROUTE. The wire

lays on both the component side and solder of the PCB are shown in PC-CARDS and are distir1-

guished by color.

Once the circuit has been routed, the layout produced in PC-CARDS will appear as shown in

Figure l7 on page 55. The primary inputs and outputs are routed to the edge connector pins. In

the PCB layout the VCC and ground connections are not connected. Normally these pins would

also be routed to the edge connector of the PCB.

The CAD design example just presented shows only a modicum of the full PCB design capa-

bilities that P-CAD has to offer. If more information is desired about PC·CAPS and PC-CARDS,

the reader should refer to the user’s manuals [I8] and [I9], respectively.

6.2 Circuit Extraction

Once the circuit has been designed, information about the circuit can be extracted in text for-

mat. The text files that must be obtained in order to generate tests for the circuit are: the node

and component lists and the accessible nodes list. The first two files are generated by using

P-CAD’s utilities called PC·NODl3S and PC-FORM. Nodal location data found in the third file

is used for test generation and prober movement. This information is obtained by post processing
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the output file created by P-CAD’s PDIF·OUT utility. Post processing software is part of the

software created for this thesis in order to obtain the geometric locations of accessible nodes.

Before PC-FORM can extract the node and component lists the schematic capture database

must be processed using PC·NODES. PC-NODES prompts the user for the filename and exten-

sion (fn.ext) of the input file and the filename of the output file. The schematic capture input file

will have a file extension of .SCH. PC-NODES will automatically assign a file extension of .NLT

to the output filename. The output file created by PC·NODES is a schematic netlist file and it is

the input file to PC·FORM. Several text files can be extracted from the schematic capture database

created during PC-CAPS. llowever, only the two circuit connectivity files mentioned need to be

extracted for this work. When PC·FORM prompts for the names of the output files other than

the node list and component list, {ESC} is entered to prevent these unnecessary files from being

generated. The node list generated will have a file extension automatically assigned of .NDE.

Likewise, the component list will have .CMP assigned as a file extension.

PDlF·OUT is a database interchange fonnatter that is prirnarily intended for interfacing

P-CAD with other CAE/CAD/CAM systems. The output file created by PDIF-OUT contains

information that represcnts geometric placement and attributes of the electrical design created dur-

ing either PC-CAPS or I’C·CARDS. Of main interest is the NET_DEF (net definitions) section

that is found in the PDIF-OUT output file. The NET_DEF section describes the circuit wiring

found in the design layout. Description of the circuit wiring includes wire graphics, node names,

and attributes. The post-processing software extracts the accessible nodes out of the NET_DEF

section in the PDIF-OUT output file and places the node names and their x,y locations in a sepa-

rate file. In the post—process software the PDll’·OUT fn.ext is entered as the input. Note that the

I’DIli·O UT output file should have a file extension .I’Dl*. Location data generated by the post

process software is stored in a separate output file with file extension .ACC. In this file each ac-

cessible node is given (each node denoted by name) followed by its x,y location relative to a board

origin. These are the nodes that the test generation software will use to create the test vector da-

tabase and which the prober uses to access the nodes.
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6.2.1 Node List
‘

The purpose of the node list is to provide a record of each node in the circuit. For the circuit

shown in Figure 16 on page 53 a partial listing of the node list extracted will be as shown in

Table 7 on page 58. The complete node list is given in Appendix B. As can be seen, the node list

describes the components that are connected to each node and indicates whether the node is an

input or an output to the component. For example, node Al is an input node and it is connected

to gates A, B, and C which are NAND gates. The pathname describes the hierarchy of the node.

For each node a pathname is given which designates the hierarchical level where the node is located

in the design.

From the information contained in the node list it can be determined whether or not a node is

a primary input. If the node is not an output to any component, then it is considered to be a pri-

mary input. The test generation software determines which nodes are primary inputs after it reads

in the node list, these nodes are llagged accordingly.

6.2.2 Component List

As with the node list, the component list gives a record of each component in the circuit. The

component list for Figure I6 on page 53 will be as shown in Table 8 on page 59. Whereas the

node list declared all of the components that were connected to each node, the component list de-

clares all of the nodes that are connected to each component. Each connected node is declared as

either an input node or output node to a particular component.
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P

Zx¤***¤***¤*¤*******¤+xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxxxxxxx**¤******x*¤**¤x*****
Z ¤
Z Copyriht (C) 1983,1986 - Personal CAO Systms, Inc. *Z x
Z Program : PC-FORM VERSION 1.31 u
Z Oate : Aug 13 1987 x
Z Time : 03:21:45 PM x
Z File In : EXAMP1.NLT x
Z File Out : EXAMP1.NOE x
Z Format : P-CAO NOOE LIST ¤Z x

Z
Z NOOE PINS COMPONENT PATHNAME
Z ---- ---- —-———----

--------Z

X3 <EXAMP1
INA NANO: E _
OUTY NANO: C

X4 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: E
OUTY NANO: O

X5 <EXAMP1
OUTY NANO: E
INA NANO: F
INA NANO: H
INA ANO: G

X1 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: C
INA NANO: O
OUTY NANO: A

X8 <EXAMP1
OUTY NANO: H
INA NANO: K

B1 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: O
IB NANO: A
INB ANO: B

C1 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: F
INB NANO: I
INB ANO: G

Ihbk 7. Nom:LßtExampk
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Copyright (C) 1983,1986 - Personal CAD Systems, Inc. as
• es

Z Program : PC-FORM VERSION 1.31 es
Z Date : Aug 13 1987 gg
Z Time : 03:21:44 PM gg
Z File In : EXAMP1.NLT gg
Z File Out : EXAMPLCMP ggFormat : P·CAO COMPONENT LIST as

EXAMP1( 1

BEGIN
NANO: E ( OUTY =X5, INA =X3,

INB =X4 1
‘

NANO: C ( OUTY =X3, INA =A1,
INB =><1 1

NÄND2 D ( OUTY =X‘•• INÄ =X1»
INB =B1 1

NANO: A ( OUTY =><1, INA =A1,
INB =B1 )

NANO: F ( OUTY =1·<6, INA =X5,
Ibß =C1 1

NANO: I ( OUTY =X9, INA =X6,
INB =C1 1

NANO: H ( OUTY =><8, INA =X5,
INB =X6 1

NANO: K ( OUTY =SUM, INA =><8,
INB =><9 1

AND: G ( OUTY =X7r INA =X5s
INB =C1 1

ANO: B ( OUTY =><2, INA =A1,
INB =B1 1

OR: J ( OUTY =CARRY, INA =X7,
INB =X2 1

ENO

Table 8. Component List Example

The format of the component list is somewhat different than the node list. BEGIN declaxes the

beginning of data while END signifies the end of the file. The first column in the data section

contains all of the components in the circuit. Components in the list denote the type of logic and

the name of the gate separatcd by a colon (i.e., LOGIC;COI\/lP()NENT_NAME). Note that

components that are not assigned names during the PC-CAPS editing session are given na.mes au-

tomatically by PC-NODES. Nodes that are connected to each component follow the component
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declaration and are enclosed within parenthesis. The nodes that are connected to each component

are declared and described as type input or output (i.e., NODE_TYPE= NODE_NAME). Each

node declaration within the parenthesis is separated by a cornma.

6.2.3 Nodal Locations

When PDIF~OUT is executed the user is prompted for the name of the input file (fn.ext) and

the filename of the output file. The output file will automatically be assigned the .PDF file exten-

sion. PDIF-OUT can have as an input file either a schematic capture database (fn.SCII) or a PCB

database (fn.PCB). In order to obtain nodal location data at the PCB level, PDIF-0UT must use

the PCB database file created in section 6.1 CAD Design. The PCB database should be the final

version of the circuit after it has been routed.

As previously mentioned, the file created by PDIF-OUT contains detailed information about

the graphical representation and attributes of the design database. The I’DIF·OUT file consists of

an identificr and five major sections. The identificr heads the file and declares the name of the da-

tabase. Within each of the major sections there may be levels of sub-sections. All major sections

and sub—sections and the identificr are enclosed within brackets { }. The major section that the

NET_DEF section falls under is the DETAIL section. Within the NIiT_DEF section, the node

location data can be found.

The sub-sections that fall under NET_DEF are the node names. Each node sub-section is de-

clared with an N identilier. Thus, the NE'I'_DEF and the major sub-sections of NET_DEF will

be fonnatted as follows:
{NET_I)EF

{iV*n€t:name[ I]

}
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{N net_r1ame[2]·•· ·•·
·•·

•·

I ·•· ·•·
·•·

•

I ·•·
-•·
•

{N net_r1ame[i]·•· -•· ·•· ·•·

II
Under each node section the description of that particular node is given.

There are two major sub·sections for each node section in NET_DEF. The major sub·sections

are DG and ATR. In DG the pictorial data of the node is described while in ATR the node is

described as either local or global. The complete format of an individual node section is as follows:

{N net_name[i]
{DG

{Wxlyl x2y2 . . .xnyn}
{Wxlyl x2y2 . . .xmym}

·•··•-
•

{V x y viatype}•·

·•·
·•·
{Nnxyxy...xy}

I
{ATR

{Ns s}
I

I

Keyword definitions that are found under the DG and ATR sections are given as follows:

• W - The xi,yi data following this keyword describes a wire segment or sequence of wire seg-
ments.

• V - Location of a via and type of via follows this keyword.
• Nn - At each x y location following this keyword the node name is displayed.
• Ns - A digit specifying whether the node is local or global follows this keyword.
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A node that is considered to be accessible will have either a via or a wire lay placed on the solder

side of the PCB. As is shown in the format for a node section, the wire lays and vias are given in

the DG sub·section. The post—processing software looks for either a solder side wire lay or via to

determine if a node is accessible. If neither of the two can be found, the particular node will not

be output to the access file. In the case where both a solder side wire lay and via are part of a

particular node description, then the instance that comes first in the node section will be processed

as the access location. When a solder side wire lay is encountered as the first instance, then the

endpoint of the wire lay is chosen as the access location. The endpoint of a wire lay is chosen by

picking the first x,y location following the "W" keyword. Note that in the case where there are only

two layers of wire lays (component side and solder side), then the endpoint of any wire lay can be

considered as an accessible point.

Up to now it has not been said how a wire lay is determined to be either on the component side

or solder side of a PCB. The way that this is determined is by the "Ly" global definition enclosed

in square brackets [ ]. A "Ly" global definition can be placed anywhere within the PDIF file and

it declares that all subsequent data will be entcred on the level following the keyword. The global

definition parameter stays in effect until it is changed. Thercfore, when a [Ly "SOLDER"] decla-

ration precedes a "W" keyword, the wire lay will be placed on the solder side of the PCB. Note that

in the case where there are only two layers of wire lays then the endpoint of any wire lay can be

considered as an accessible point.

For the PCB layout shown in Figure 17 on page 55, a portion of the NET__DEF section will

appear as shown in Table 9 on page 63. There are some other global definitions that may some-

times be found within the NET_DEF section; however, these are of little concem. If more infor-

mation is desired on PDlF—()UT, the user’s manual should be referred to [20].

In order to start the post processing software, the command NDEACC is entered. NDEACC

is the software created in this thesis which extracts that accessible nodes and their locations from

the PDIF-OUT output file. Note that the NDEACC exec file should be in the same directory as
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{NET_DEF
{N X3

{DG
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 1200 1600 1150 1650 1150 2050 1200 2100}}

{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}
{N X4

{DG
lLy "COMP"]
{H 1500 1500 1500 1400 1250 1400}
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 1250 1400 1250 2000 1200 2000}{V 1250 1400 0}

}
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}

Table 9. NET_DEF Section

the input files. When the post·processing software is executed the user is prompted for the filename
of the input file (fn.PDF) and the filename of the output file. On exit NDEACC outputs the ac-
cessible nodes in the specified filename with file extension .ACC appended. The NDEACC output
file for the PCB example in Figure 17 on page 55 will be as shown in Table 10 on page 64. As
can be seen, the x,y locations for each node follow directly after the node name. The x,y values in
the node access file are given in mils (i.e., l000mils = lin.). For this example the endpoints of any
wire lay is considered as an accessible nodal point.
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X3
1200 1600

X4
1500 1500

X5
2400 2100

X1
1800 1900

X8
2100 1900

B1
2800 450

C1
2925 300

X9
2100 1500

SUN
3025 300

X6
1500 2000

A1
1200 1800

X2
3000 2000

X7
2900 1950

CARRY _
3125 300

Table l0. Accessible Nodes and Locations

6.3 Test Generatzon

After the accessible nodes have been extracted and the node and component lists generated, the

test generation software coded in this thesis can generate test vectors to test the accessible nodes in

the circuit. The test generation method coded in this thesis is the lterative Test Generator that is

described in Section 4.2.l. This test generation software is designed to generate the test vector(s)

needed to test a a particular node for a stuck-at fault. The test vectors that are generated are thus

intended to test for static faults only.

In order to begin the test generation session the TSTGEN command is entered. The TSTGEN

exec file and the input files (node and component lists and accessible nodes list) should be in the
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same directory. TSTGEN will prompt the user for the (fn.ext) of the three input files and the

filename of the output file. On exit TSTGEN will output the test vector data in the named file

with file extension .TST appended. During execution TSTGEN tries to generate a test for every

accessible node found in the access file (fn.ACC) for both stuck-at-0 and stuck—at-l. ln this way

time is not wasted generating test vectors for nodes that are not accessible.

The type of gates that TSTGEN will accept are two input AND, NAND, OR, NOR, and

NOT. On output the sequenced test vectors are put into time frames where the amount of delay

between time frames is not distinguished. If there are any components in the input files that are

not acceptable, then these components must be modeled either physically or through software. A

component is modeled physically by breaking down the component into acceptable parts in the

CAD design stage. However, components can be modeled via software by post-processing the node

and component lists. The unacceptable components in the circuit are broken down into compo-

nents that are accepted by TSTGEN in the node and component lists.

At execution time there is a maximum time frame limit for TSTGEN. The time frame limit

defmes the maximum number of sequenced test vectors that TSTGEN will generate in order to find

a test for sequcntial circuits. This maximum time frame limit is set at compile time with a #define

MXTIME N statement in C, where N is the time frame limit. The reason that the time frame limit

is defined at compile time is because MXTIME is a parameter that allocates the amount of array

storage for time frame arrays. If the maximum time frame limit is reached during test generation,

then the user will be informed. In this situation the last sequenced test vector was not able to

confirrn that a complete test was generated. The time frame limit may be increased to try and find

a test, however, a test sequence is not guaranteed due to the complexity associated with sequential

circuits. Therefore, the time frame limit acts as a maximum memory allocator and execution time

limit. The user may increase the time frame limit to the exhaustive point of maximum memory

allocation if needed.
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There are other storage allocators that can be defined at compile time also. These allocators

are MAX and MAXI. MAX defines the maximum storage allocation for the node name, com-

ponent name, and link arrays. At the minimum MAX should be set equal to the number of nodes

in the circuit at compile time. MAXI defines the memory allocation for two connection stacks.
The connection stacks contain information about which nodes are connected to a component and
which components are connected to a node. At the minimum MAXI should be defined as 5*MAX
at compile time.

Continuing with the example circuit shown in Figure I6 on page 53, a partial output file created

by TSTGEN will be as shown in Table Il on page 67. The complete test vector file created by

TSTGEN for this example is given in Appendix B. Only the node name, stuck-at value, and test

pattem(s) are given in the output file. lf a test vector could not be generated to test a node at a

specified stuck-at value then the user is notified with a "l'est Not Generated for n0de_name stuck-at

value" message during runtime. In the case where a number of sequenced vectors must be applied,

the first vector in the file will be the vector applied at t= 0. The next vector will represent the vector

to be applied at t= I, and so forth. For more information about how the test vector(s) are gener-

ated in TSTGEN reference the ITG methodology presented in section 4.2.1.

6.4 Test Application

The test application software in this thesis simulates the actual process of applying a test vector

to a PCB and observing the response. In a nomial operation, a nodal verification and diagnostic

verification scheme would be used to find faults on a PCB. Since no actual board test takes place

the test application software simulates a nodal verification type scheme.
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faulf node = X3 s{uck—afi value = 0
f node name node value

= 0
A1 0
B1 -1
C1 -1

faulf node = X3 sfuck—af value = 1
f 0 node name node value

A1 1
B1 0
C1 -1

faulf node = X4 sl:uck—a{ value = 0
f node name node value= 0

A1 -1
B1 0
Cl -1

fault node = X4 sfuck-af value = 1
f node name node value

= 0
A1 0
B1 1
C1 -1

Table ll. Test Vector Output

To begin a test application session the user must enter the command TSTAPP. The TSTAPP
exec file must be in the same directory as the test vector file (fn.TST) and the node access file
(fn.ACC). TSTAPP prompts the user for the filenames of the input test vector file and the node

access file and for the output report file (fn.RliP). Output data from TSTAPP (test vectors) is sent

to the display device for demonstration sake. This condition can easily be changed to output the

data to a designated file.

ln order to simulate a nodal verification scheme TSTAPP first obtains the node name to test
from the test vector file. 'l‘STAl’l’ next searches for the occurrence of the node in the node access
file. lf TSTAPP finds the node, it reads the x,y location of the node and moves the plotter to this

location. If the node is not in the access file, TSTAPP outputs to the display device "Test Node

Not Accessible”, and program execution ends. This error should not occur unless improper input
files are specified. For an accessible node TSTAPP will load the test vector(s) from the test vector
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file and store them into an array. TSTAPP then simulates test application by outputting the test

vector(s) to the display device (in the proper sequence for multiple test vectors). The probe result

is read in through a call to function rd_probe(&probe_resuIt). This function is merely a dummy

routine that retums the expected probe result for each node. In this example the plotter pin is lo-

cated at the relative position of the node to sirnulate that the node value is being read. Before the

function is called probe_resuIt is set equal to the expected result. The function rd_probe is included

in TSTAPP so that an actual test probe can be integrated into the system. A version of the func-

tion would then have to read in the true result of the guided probe through an input port. After

the call to the function rd_probe is returned the expected result and true result are compared for

agreement. If the values contradict, the bad node and its stuck-at value are output to the report file

(fn.REP). If there are no bad nodes found in the circuit, the report file will so indicate with "No

Bad Nodes Found." At the end of the TSTAPP sequence the plotter is moved to the HOME

position and "Test Complete" is output to the display device.

In a normal test application situation the test vectors would be output to the edge connector

through the I/O card described in Chapter 3. The test application software would have to link the

correct bit position on the I/() card to each primary input in the test vector file prior to the test.

TSTAPP would have to prompt the user for the correct bit positions of the primary inputs as a

setup procedure.

6.5 Automatic Test Session

Ratlier than run each of the three sections of software separately an automatic test session can

be executed instead. In an automatic test session the node access software (NDEACC), test gen-

eration software (TSTGEN), and test application software (TSTAPP) can be nm in a batch. The

exec file that starts a batch session is AUTOTST. All input files must be in the same directory as
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the AUTOTST exec file. The only input that AUTOTST prompts from the user is the filename
of the input and output files. Therefore, all input files (fn.NDE, fn.CMP, and fn.PDF) must have
the same filename. Output files will all be assigned the same filename (fn.TST, fn.ACC, and
fn.REP) on exit from the program. A second example is presented in this section to show the re-
sults that are obtainable for sequential circuits.

For the automatic test session the sequential circuit shown in Figure 18 on page 70 is used.
The PCB layout of this circuit generated by P-CAD is shown in Figure 19 on page 71. Note that
the circuit in Figure 18 has two D·type flip-flops which are not acceptable to the test generation.
In order to accept the circuit the flip-flops must be broken down. The circuit in Figure 18 will
appear as shown in Figure 20 on page 72 after it has been modeled. Node and component lists
are generated from the circuit diagram shown in Figure 20 while the PDIF-OUT output file is
generated from the PCB layout shown in Figure 19 on page 71. All input files to the AUTOTST
software will have the filename EXAMP2 for this example. The input files for this circuit are of
the same format as those described in the frrst example. The node list, component list, and
NET_DEF section of the PDIF-OUT output frle are given in Appendix C for this example. On
exit from AUTOTST the output node access file, test vector file, and report file will also have a

filename of EXAMP2. The node access, test vector output frles can be found in Appendix C. The
output files are similar to those that are generated in the first example. One exception is found in
the test vector file where multiple time frames are found for certain nodes.

A node that has multiple test vectors to test for a fault is node X7 stuck·at-0. The test vector
sequence for this node is as shown in Table 12 on page 74. As shown in Table 12 on page 74 two
sequenced test vectors are needed to test node X7 for a stuck·at-0. In the first time frame primary
input X2 is set to one in order to drive node X8 to logic one. In the second time frame the value

on node X8 will propagate through the delay flip-flop and set node X5 to a logic one. At this time
primary input XI is set to logic one. This will drive the stuck—at-node X7 to logic one in the second

time frame. As can be seen in this example the test generation software is also capable of generating
tests for sequential logic.
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feult node = X7 sfuck-at value = 0

*
node name node value

= 0
CLK 1

X1 -1
X2 1
X3 -1

t= 1
CLK 1

X1 1
X2 1
X3 -1

Table I2. Test Sequence for Node X7 Stuck-At-0

At the end of the automatic test session simulated nodal verification is completed for each ac-

cessible node in the circuit. The report file will indicate that no bad nodes are found in the circuit

for this example. As can be seen in this example the operation of the automatic test session requires

little user interaction. Ilowever, after the node access file and test vector file have been generated

once, the databases can be used to test any number of the same type of PCB. If AUTOTST is run

a second time using the same input/output filename, the software will check and find that the node

access file and test vector file have been generated. At this point AUTOTST prompts the user

asking whether or not new output files are to be generated. This feature allows the user to use the

same databases to test a particular type of PCB rather than regenerate the output files each time a

test session is run.

The actual test application was not perfomied in this thesis because the I/O card was not readily

available. Prober operation was simulated since a motion card, motors, encoders motor amplifiers,
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and prober fixture were also not readily available. However, the simulation example that was pre-

sented in this thesis shows that a PC-based CAD development, test generation, autoprober system

is a feasible device for the testing of printed circuit boards.
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7.0 Results & Conelusions

Guided probe testing is a technique used by many automatic test equipment manufacturers to
provide fault localization and fault diagnostics of printed circuit boards. In many cases, the guided
probe testing process is still performed manually. Manual probing of I’CBs is slow and prone to
human error. Automating the probing process of testing I’CBs makes guided probe testing more
efficient and less prone to error. The work presented in this thesis has shown the feasibility of a
PC-based automated guided probe testing system. In this research a prototype automated guided

probe testing system was developed on the IBM PC/AT. Automated guided probe testing was

accomplished by integrating a CAI) development package, test generation software, and an X-Y
prober. Some of the highlights of this system are:
• Design and testing can be performed at the same station.
• IBM PC/ATs are transportable, affordable, and prevalent in today’s industry.
• Little interaction is required with an operator, thus increasing guided probe testing throughput

and accuracy of results.

A third example circuit was constructed in order to obtain quantitative data and demonstrate

the performance of the contrived autoprober test system. Iior the third example, a gate level im-

plementation of a clocked ten bit unidirectional shift register was tested. The circuit description of
the clocked unidirectional shift register that was used is as given by [21]. This circuit is comprised
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of 43 gates and 46 nodes. The post-processing of the CAD interchange file to obtain x,y locations
of accessible nodes on the PCB takes approximately 9 seconds. Assigning a weight factor to each
node in the circuit takes approximately 8 seconds. Test generation to create test vectors for each
of the nodes in this circuit takes approximately 38 seconds. Automated nodal verification probing
of the 46 accessible nodes in the circuit takes approximately 2 minutes and 25 seconds. A lirniting
factor in the probing time of the circuit is the travel speed of the plotter that was used to simulate
actual prober movement. The pen travel speed of the plotter used in this system is 20 cm/sec.

In this thesis a background was first given on some of the concepts, definitions, economic issues,
and current technology associated with PCB testing. Next, the physical structure of the PC·based

guided probe testing system was presented. Major components of the system were shown and a
discussion of their functioning within the system was given. A survey was done on two test gen-

eration methods which were then combined to produce the working tool coded in this thesis. The

survey concentrated on the Path Oriented Decision Making algorithm for combinational logic

testing and the Iterative Test Generator for sequential logic testing. Testing strategies were then

covered which provided insight into the efficient testing of PCBs. Finally, the system was imple-

mented using two circuit board examples to show operation of the system and derived results. Both

examples, one combinational and one sequential, showed the correctness of the concepts presented

in this research and the efficiency of the automated probing sequence.

The research done here lays the ground work for a versatile testing device. Unlike a bed of nails

type fixture that is used with many testers, a guided probe can accommodate testing for a variety

of different circuit boards. A bed of nails interface fixture has nails located at specific x,y locations

to make contact with the solder side of a PCB. Different types of PCBs must have different inter-

face fixtures engineered and manufactured for a bed of nails arrangement. For a guided probe tester

the input interface to the PCB under test is an edge connector, while the output is observed through

a probe.
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A limitation to the system can be found in the test generation software. Two input AND,
NAND, OR, NOR, gates and a NOT gate are presently the only components that the test gener-
ation software can accommodate. This limits the type of circuits that can be tested. Nonetheless,
this constraint can be reduced by modeling other components such as whole chips. These basic
gates can be used to construct the more complex models necessary to model VLSI chips. In the
case where VLSI chips are used, the modeling process may be cumbersome, time consuming, and
the storage capacity of the PC may be exceeded. This situation can be circumvented by testing a
VLSI chip out of circuit. The VLSI socket on the PCB can then have its pins shorted input to
output to accommodate test generation and test application for the rest of the circuit. This would
also require an altemate circuit schematic describing the shorted IC socket.

Future research that may be sparked by the work done in this thesis is the integration of a
guided X-Y laser to test the solder lays on a PCB. By using the CAD wire lay information a guided
laser can test for the correctness of wire lays on a PCB. This is an automated type of visual in-
spection that can be used to test for breaks and shorts in the solder lays. Other research work that
can be incorporated with the work done here is the direct interaction of pin point testing through
the CAD development package. I Iere the user would point to a node on the CAD layout of a PCB
and the guided probe would automatically test the node. The test vector file and node access file
would already have been generated. When the user points to the test node the guided probe tester
would extract the test vectors needed to drive the node to both stuck-at—() and stuck-at-I, extract
the node location data, and then apply the test and obscrve the result. This type of testing tech-
nique could be used by a trained technician to help pinpoint the cause of a failure. Future work
can be done to reduce the constraints of the system. Software capable of modeling unaccepted

components from the library of acceptable components is one method of reducing the constraints
on the test generation software.
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Appendix A. ITG Pseudo Code

The top level pseudo code that is used to develop the ITG methodology into a working tool

is given as follows:

get computer model of circuit

assign intrinsic weights IW to all nodes

assign final weights FW to all nodes possible

y' there are unweighted nodes in circuit then

do until all unweighted nodes are found in a SCC

get an unweighted node n not found in a SCC

find all connecting unweighted successor nodes F(n)

find all connecting unweighted predecessor nodes B(n)

take intersection of F(n) and B(n) to generate SCC

enddo

while all nodes not assigned a final weight do

find SCC A which has all input nodes originating outside of loop weighted

while all nodes in SCC A not assigned final weights

compute periods of nodes in SCC A
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l
find nodes of minimum period C

Jall nodes found in SCC A are in C then

choose node z that feeds a node outside ofSCC A

else
find set of nodes U which are the nearest successors of C that belong to the set

find node y in U with minimal successor final weight assigned

choose unweighted node z that feeds y
I

endJ
put node z onto cut stack D

assign node z a final weight equal to previous max final weight plus one

assign all other final weights possible

J any unweighted nodes remain then

form sub-SCCs with unweighted nodes

find SCC A containing element with all input nodes weighted

endJ

endwhile

endwhile

endJ

do for each test node

initialize all nodal values to unknown state

put initial test node onto unprocessed nodes stack

assign time frame slices to initial test node

while there are still nodes on unprocessed nodes stack

last node in is the first node out

gel time frame for current node being processed

assign logic value 1J current node to drive output node

use critical path criteria to choose next node to be processed
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I

put current node on alternative stack Jeligible and save time frame

J there is con/7ict in node assignment

Jalternative stack is empty
exit with no test

else
put alternative node onto unprocessed stack
get current time frame for alternative node

endJ
determine Jnext node to be processed is a cut node

Jnext node is a cut node then
put next node(s) on unprocessed stack

decrement time frame and assign next node(s) a time frame

else

Jnext node is not a primary input then
put next node(s) on unprocessed stack

assign current time frame to next node(s)

endJ
endwhile

enddo
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Appendix B. Example 1 Data

The following files are output for Example 1 in Chapter 6 System Implementation.
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I

ONode Lzst

Z x
Z Copyright (C) 1983,1986 - Porsonal CAO Sysiams, Inc. ·¤
Z x
Z Program : PC-FORM VERSION 1.31 *
Z Dafa : Aug 13 1987 *
Z Timo : 03:21:45 PM l
Z Fila In : EXAMP1.NLT ¤
Z Fila Ouf : EXAMP1.NDE x
Z Formaf : P-CAD NODE LIST §
Z x

Z
Z NODE PINS COMPONENT PATHNAME
Z ---- --—- --------- ------•-
Z

X3 <EXAMP1
INA NANO: E
OUTY NANO: C

X4 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: E
OUTY NANO: O

X5 <EXAMP1
OUTY NANO: E
INA NANO: F
INA NANO: H
INA AND: G

X1 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: C
INA NANO: O
OUTY NANO: A

X8 <EXAMP1
OUTY NANO: H
INA NANO: K

B1 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: D
IN NANO: A
INB AND: B

C1 <EXAMP1
INB NANO: F
INB NANO: I
INB AND: G
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X9 <EXAMP1
OUTY NANO: I
INB NANO: K

SUM <EXAMP1
OUTY NANO: K

X6 <EXAMP1
OUTY NANO: F
INA NANO: I
INB NANO: H

A1 <EXAMP1
INA NANO: C
INA NANO: A
INA ANO: B

X2 <EXAMP1
OUTY ANO: B
INB OR: J

X7 <EXAMP1
OUTY ANO: G
INA OR: J

‘

CARRY <EXAMP1
OUTY OR: J
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0NET_DEF Sectzon
{NET_DEF

{N X3
{DG
[Ly "$0LDER"]
{H 1200 1600 1150 1650 1150 2050 1200 21001

1
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 01
1

1
1
{N X4

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 1500 1500 1500 1400 1250 14001
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 1250 1400 1250 2000 1200 20001
{V 1250 1400 01

1
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 01
1

1
1
{N X5

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 2400 2100 2400 2200 1850 22001
{H 1500 1900 1500 1850 1800 1850 1800 18001
{H 1200 1900 1500 19001
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{H 1850 2200 1850 1800 1800 18001
{V 1850 2200 01

1
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 01
1

1
1
{N X1

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 1800 1900 1700 19001
{N 1200 1700 1200 1650 1500 1650 1500 16001
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{H 1700 1900 1700 1600 1500 16001
{V 1700 1900 01

1
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 01
1

1
1
{N X8

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 2100 1900 2000 19001
{N 2000 1750 1500 1750 1500 18001
[Ly "SOLDER“]
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{N 2000 1900 2000 1750}
{V 2000 1900 0}
{V 2000 1750 0}

}
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 0}
}

}
}
{N B1

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 2800 450 2450 450}
{N 1800 2000 1650 2000}
{N 1650 1700 1600 1700}
{N 1500 1700 1600 1700 1650 1650 2250 1650 2300 1700 2400 1700}
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 2825 300 2800 300 2800 450}
{N 2450 450 2450 1700 2400 1700}
{N 1650 2000 1650 1700}
{V 2800 450 0}
{V 2450 450 0}
{V 1650 2000 0}
{V 1650 1700 0}

}
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 0}
}

}
}
{N C1

{DG
[Ly “COMP"]
{H 2925 300 2900 300 2900 350 2250 350}
{N 2250 1750 2100 1750 2100 1700}
{N 1800 1700 2100 1700}
lLy "SOLDER"]
{H 2250 350 2250 1750}
{N 2400 2000 2250 2000 2250 1750}
{V 2250 350 0}
{V 2250 1750 0}

{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}
{N X9

{DG
{N 2100 1500 2050 1550 2050 1950 2100 2000}

}
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 0}
}

}
}
{N SUM

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 3025 300 3000 300 3000 400 2550 400}
lLy "SOLDER"]
{N 2550 400 2550 300 2150 300 2150 1800 2100 1800}
{V 2550 400 0}
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}
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}
{N X6

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{H 1500 2000 1550 2000 1550 2200 1750 2200}
{H 1800 1600 2100 1600}
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 1750 2200 1750 1600 1800 1600}
{V 1750 2200 0}

}
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}
{N A1

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{H 1200 1800 1300 1800}
{N 1300 1950 1900 1950}
{H 1800 2100 1900 2100}
{N 1900 1850 2400 1850 2400 1800}
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{H 2725 300 2600 300 2600 1750 2400 1750 2400 1800}
{H 1300 1800 1300 1950}
{N 1900 2100 1900 1850}
{V 1300 1800 0}
{V 1300 1950 0}
{V 1900 1950 0}
{V 1900 2100 0}
{V 1900 1850 0}

}
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}
{N X2

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{H 3000 2000 2800 2000}
{N 2900 1650 2400 1650 2400 1600}
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{H 2800 2000 2800 1850 2900 1850 2900 1650}
{V 2800 2000 0}
{V 2900 1650 0}

}
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}
{N X7

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{H 2900 1950 2400 1950 2400 1900}
[Ly "SOLDER"l
{N 3000 2100 2900 2100 2900 1950}
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{V 2900 1950 0}
‘

}
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0}

}
}

}
{N CARRY

{DG
{N 3125 300 3100 300 3100 400 3050 400 3050 1900 3000 1900}

}
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 0}
}

}
}

}
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Test Vector Fzle
faulf node = X3 sfuck-ai value = 0

node name node value
t= 0

A1 0
B1 -1
C1 -1

fauli node = X3 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 1
B1 0
C1 -1

fauli: node = X4 sfuck-ai value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 -1
B1 0
C1 -1

faulf node = X4 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node value

{= 0
A1 0
B1 1
C1 -1

faulf node = X5 sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 1
B1 0
C1 -1

fauli node = XS sfuck-af value = 1
node name node value

{= 0
A1 0
Bl 0
C1 -1

faulf node = X1 siuck-ai value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 0
Bl -1
C1 -1

fauli node = X1 siuck-at value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 1
B1 1
C1 -1
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faulf node = X8 sfuck-at value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 0
B1 0
C1 -1

faulf node = X8 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node valuet= 0

A1 1
B1 0
C1 0

fault node = B1 sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value{= 0

A1 -1
B1 1
C1 -1

faulf node = B1 sfuck-ai value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 -1
81 0
C1 -1

faulf node = C1 sfuck-at value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 -1
B1 -1
C1 1

faulf node = C1 stuck-ai value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 -1
B1 -1
C1 0

faulf node = X9 sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 -1
B1 -1C1 0

fauli: node = X9 s{uck—a{ value = 1
node name node value

f= 0
A1 0
Bl 0
C1 1

fauli node = SUM sfuck-af value = 0



‘ u

l

node name node value
·t= 0

A1 0
B1 0
C1 1

faulf node = SUM stuck-al: value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 0
B1 0
C1 0

faulf node = X6 stuck-al: value = 0
node name node value

·t= 0
A1 -1
B1 -1
C1 0

faulf node = X6 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 1
B1 0
C1 1 ·

faulf node = A1 slzuck-af value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 1
B1 -1
C1 -1

faulf node = A1 siuck-ai value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 0 .
B1 -1
C1 -1

fauli: node = X2 sfuck—a‘I: value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
A1 1
B1 1
C1 -1

faulf node = X2 stuck—a{ value = 1
node name node value

·t= 0
A1 0
B1 -1
C1 -1

faulf node = X7 slzuck-al: value = 0
node name node value

·t= 0
A1 1
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B1 0
C1 1

faulf node = X7 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
A1 -1
B1 -1
C1 0

faulf node = CARRY sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value

·t= 0
A1 1
B1 1
C1 -1

faulf node = CARRY s{uck—a{ value = 1
node name node value

1:= 0
A1 0
B1 -1
C1 0
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Appendix C. Example 2 Data

The following files are output for Example 2 in Chapter 6 System lmplementaion.



s
0Node Lzst

Z x
Z Copyrigt (C) 1983,1986 - Personal CAO Systems, Inc. *Z x
Z Program : PC-FORM VERSION 1.31 *Z Date : Aug 11 1987 *
Z Time : 12:35:32 PM *Z File In : EXAMP2A.NLT x
Z File Out : EXAMP2A.NOE x
Z Format : P-CAO NODE LIST *Z x

Z
Z NODE PINS CMPONENT PATHNAME
Z ---• ---- --•------ -------—
Z

X15 <EXAMP2A
OUT NOT: F
IB NANO: J

X10 <EXAMP2A
OUTY NANO: G
INA NANO: K

X11 <EXAMP2A
OUTY NANO: H
IB NANO: L

X13 <EXAMP2A
INA OR: O
OUTY ANO: B

X12 <EXAMP2A
INB NANO: K
OUTY NANO: L

X14 <EXAMP2A
IN NOT: F
INA NANO: I
OUTY OR: O

X9 <EXAMP2A
INB NANO: H
OUT NOT: E

X17 <EXAMP2A
INA NANO: M
OUTY NANO: I
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X18 <EXAMP2A
INB NANO: N
OUTY NANO: J

CLK <EXAMP2A
INB NANO: G
INA NANO: H
INA NANO: J
IB NANO: I

X19 <EXAMP2A
OUTY NANO: N
IB NANO: M

X7 <EXAMP2A
INA OR: C
OUTY AND: A

XB <EXAMP2A
INA NANO: G
IN NOT: E
OUTY OR: C

X2 <EXAMP2A
INB OR: C

X1 <EXAMP2A
IB ANO: A

X6 <EXAMP2A
INA NANO: N
OUTY NANO: M
IB ANO: B

X3 <EXAMP2A
INB OR: O

X5 <EXAMP2A
OUTY NANO: K
INA NANO: L
INA ANO: A
INA ANO: B
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0COHlp0Il€Ill LISI

Z x
Z Copyrighf (CI 1983,1986 — Porsonal CAO Sysioms, Inc. *Z x
Z Program : PC—FORM VERSION 1.31 ¥
Z Dafa : Aug 11 1987 x
Z Timo : 12:35:31 PM x
Z Filo In : EXAMP2A.NLT x
Z Filo Ouf : EXAMP2A.CMP x
Z Formaf : P·CAD COMPONENT LIST x
Z x

EXAMPZAI I

BEGIN
NANO: G ( OUTY =X10, INA =X8,

INB =CLK I
NANO: H ( OUTY =X11, INA =CLK,

INB =X9 I
NANO: K ( OUTY =X5, INA =X10,

INB =X12 I
NANO: L ( OUTY =X12, INA =X5,

INB =X11 I
NOT: E ( OUT =X9, IN =X8 I
NOT: F ( OUT =X15, IN =X14 I
NANO: N ( OUTY =X19, INA =X6,

INB =X1B I
NANO: M ( OUTY =X6, INA =X17,

INB =X19 I
NANO: J ( OUTY =X18, INA =CLK,

INB =X15 I
NANO: I ( OUTY =X17, INA =X14,

INB =CLK I
OR: C ( OUTY =XB, INA =X7,

INB =X2 I
OR: O ( OUTY =X14, INA =X13,

INB =X3 I
AND: A ( OUTY =X7, INA =X5,

INB =X1 I
AND: B ( OUTY =X13, INA =X5,

INB =X6 I
ENO
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NET_DEF Sectzon
{NET_DEF
{N X1

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 2450 400 2200 400 2200 350 1500 350)
[Ly "$0LDER"]
{N 2725 300 2700 300 2700 500 2450 500 2450 400)
{N 1500 350 1500 2000 1450 2000)
{V 2450 400 0)
{V 1500 350 0}

)
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0)

)
)

) .
{N X7

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{H 1950 1950 1450 1950 1450 1900)
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 2050 2100 1950 2100 1950 1950)
{V 1950 1950 0)

)
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 0)
)

)
)
{N X2

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 2825 300 2800 300 2800 350 2250 350)

- [Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 2250 350 2250 2000 2050 2000)
{V 2250 350 0)

)
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 0)
)

)
)
{N X13

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 1950 1650 1450 1650 1450 1600)
lLy "SOLDER"]
{H 2050 1800 1950 1800 1950 1650)
{V 1950 1650 0)

)
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 0)

)
)

)
{N X3

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 2925 300 2900 300 2900 400 2550 400)
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[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 2550 400 2550 300 2100 300 2100 1700 2050 17001
{V 2550 400 01

1
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 01
1

1
1
{N X5

{DG
{N 2700 600 2700 1700 2650 17001
{N 1450 1800 1400 1850 1400 2050 1450 21001
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 3125 300 3100 300 3100 600 2700 6001
{N 1450 1800 1450 1750 2650 1750 2650 17001
{V 2700 600 01

1
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 01

1
1

1
{N X8

{DG
{N 2650 2000 2650 1950 2050 1950 2050 19001

) .
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 01

1
1

1
{N CLK

{DG
{N 2650 1900 2650 1850 2950 1850 2950 18001
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 3025 300 3000 300 3000 1800 2950 18001

1
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 01

1
1

1
{N X14

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 2850 1650 2050 1650 2050 16001
[Ly "SOLDER"]
{N 2950 1900 2850 1900 2850 16501
{V 2850 1650 01

1
{ATR
{IN
{Ns 01

1
1

1
{N X6

{DG
[Ly "COMP"]
{N 1450 1700 1550 17001
{N 1550 1550 2950 1550}
{N 3225 300 3200 300 3200 1550 2950 1550 2950 16001
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ILy "SOLDER"]
{H 1550 1700 1550 1550}
{V 1550 1700 0}
{V 1550 1550 0}

}
{ATR
{IN

{Ns 0}
}

}
}

}
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Node Access Fzle
X1

2450 400
X7

1950 1950
X2

2825 300
X13

1950 1650
X3

2925 300
X5

2700 600
X8

2650 2000
CLK

2650 1900
X14

2850 1650
X6

1450 1700
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Test Vector Fzle
faulf node = X1 siuck-ai value = 0

node name node value
i= 0

CLK -1
X1 1
X2 -1
X3 -1

faulf node = X1 siuck-af value = 1
node name node value

·t= 0
CLK -1

X1 0
X2 -1
X3 -1

fault node = X7 sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
CLK l

X1 -1
X2 1
X3 -1

t= 1
CLK 1

X1 1
X2 1
X3 -1

faulf node = X7 s{uck—a{ value = 1
node name node value

·t= 0
CLK -1

X1 0
X2 -1
X3 -1

faulf node = X2 sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value

·t= 0
CLK -1

X1 -1
X2 1
X3 -1

faul': node = X2 siuck-ai value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
CLK -1

X1 -1
X2 0
X3 -1

faulf node = X13 siuck-al: value = 0
node name node value

i= 0
CLK 1
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X1 -1
X2 1
X3 1

·t= 1
CLK 1

X1 -1
X2 1
X3 1

faulf node = X13 siuck-al: value-= 1
node name node value

t= 0
CLK 1

X1 0
X2 0
X3 -1

·l:= 1
CLK 1

X1 0
X2 0
X3 -1

faull: node = X3 sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value

l:= 0
CLK -1

X1 -1
X2 -1
X3 1

faulf node = X3 sfuck-ai value = 1
node name node value

i= 0
CLK -1

X1 -1
X2 -1
X3 0

faulf node = X5 sfuck—a·t value = 0
node name node value

f= 0
CLK 1

X1 -1
X2 1
X3 -1

faulf node = X5 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
CLK 1

X1 0
X2 0
X3 -1

faull: node = X8 s*tuck—al: value = 0
node name node value

'c= 0
CLK -1

X1 -1
X2 1
X3 -1
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faulf node = X8 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node valuef= 0

CLK -1
X1 0
X2 0
X3 -1

fauli node = CLK stuck—a{ value = 0
node name node value1:= 0

CLK 1
X1 -1
X2 -1
X3 -1

faulf node = CLK sfuck-af value = 1
node name node valuet= 0

CLK 0
X1 -1
X2 -1
X3 -1 ‘

faulf node = X14 s{uck—af value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
CLK -1

X1 -1
X2 -1
X3 1

faulf node = X14 s·tuck—at value = 1
node name node value

·t= 0
CLK 1

X1 0
X2 0
X3 -1·I:= 1

CLK 1
X1 0
X2 0
X3 0

faulf node = X6 sfuck-af value = 0
node name node value

t= 0
CLK 1

X1 -1
X2 -1
X3 1

faulf node = X6 sfuck-af value = 1
node name node value

t= 0
CLK 1

X1 0
X2 0
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1

I

X3 -1
t= 1

CLK 1
X1 0
X2 0
X3 0
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